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In! considering! sociologically! that! emancipatory!alternatives! to!dominant!business! institutions!
and!social!structures!are!evolving!as!a!whole,!as!suggested!by!Wright, 1! this! thesis!argues!that!
the!available!legal!form!frameworks,!which!are!evolving!during!the!same!period,!have!blurred!
historical!business!registers,!due!to!a! lack!of!clear!differentiation!and!branding.! ! It!also!argues!
that!the!legal!frameworks!fail!to!provide!guidance!on!how!to!structure!a!community!enterprise!
in! order! to! garner! and! demarcate! participation! through! representation.! The! essential!
interconnections!between!business!institutions,!communities!and!community7perceived!assets!
are!weak.!The!necessity!to!formally!allow!access!to!power7sharing!and!decision7making!through!
organisational! structures,! and! the! ability! to! extend! accountabilities! on! profit! and! surplus!
distribution!in!a!way!in!which!the!community/stakeholders!can!participate!and!be!represented,!
are! essential;! this! can! address! social! disconnections! and! benefit! community! outcomes.! The!
work!argues!for!additional!guidance!and!branding!to!clearly!define!the!legal!forms!open!for!use!
by! business! institutions,! mainly! social! enterprises.! It! recommends! additional! regulatory!












This! thesis! is! concerned! with! the! lack! of! differentiation! between! legal! forms! used! by! social!
enterprises:! community! interest! companies,! community! benefit! societies! and! charities.! It!
questions!two!particular!legal!tests:!the!community!interest!test!and!the!community!benefit!test.!
‘These! incorporated! legal!business!structures,!brought! into! force! in!recent!years,!are!aimed!at!
raising! social! capital’1! and! have! ‘light! touch! regulatory! governance’.2! These! structures! are!
considered! to! be! more! accessible,! as! opposed! to! charity! law,! which! has! been! seen! as!
unnecessarily! complex.3! This!work!argues! that! the!variety!of!hybrid! company! structures!now!
open! for!use!by!social! enterprises!has! led! to!a!blurring!of! three!historical!business! registers.4!




a! strong! economic! profile)! will! use! these! models!to! their! advantage,! thereby! exposing! and!
risking! community! assets,! community! interest/benefit,! public! benefit! and,! therefore,! social!




the! outcomes! against! the! test,! for! both! community! benefit! societies! and! community! interest!
companies;!and!b)!optional!additional!guidance!in!relation!to!community!participation!through!
representation,!and!ways!in!which!to!structurally!organise!a!community!enterprise.!This!work!
believes! this! to! be! essential! and! that! it! must! be! at! the! heart! of! all! communities,! rather! than!
social! enterprise.! In! addition,! the! work! highlights! essential! interconnections! related! to!
community!assets,!in!terms!of!both!material!value!and!social!value;!it!suggests!that!the!current!
asset!lock!facility!found!in!community!interest!companies!fails!to!achieve!its!legal!intention.!
























CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
!
This!work!seeks!to!examine!through!case!studies!the!use!of! legal! forms6!by!social!enterprises,!
set! against! the! backdrop! of! successive! governments’! commitments! to! a! Third! Way! –! or! Big!
Society! –! and,! later,! localism! agendas! during! the! period! of! 2010! to! 2015,! and! set!within! the!
context!of!growth!in!businesses!classed!as!social!enterprises.!This!work!challenges!the!existing!
legal! forms!adopted!by!institutions,!as!well!as!those!that!were!brought! into!force!in! late!2014.!
These!institutions!have!pledged!community!interest!and/or!community!benefit!as!their!primary!
purpose,!and!their!underlying!objective!is!to!improve!social!welfare.!!
The! case! studies!were! examined! during! a! period! under! the! term! of! the! Conservative–Liberal!
Democrats! coalition! government,! where! supportive! enabling! legislative! amendments! and!
consolidations!were!introduced!to!foster!the!vision!of!a!Big!Society.!The!introduction!of!the!Co7
operative! and! Community! Benefit! Societies! Act! 2014! in! August! 2014! aimed! to! see! a! total!




Services! Authority! (FSA)! to! the! Financial! Conduct! Authority! and! the! Prudential! Regulation!
Authority.!These!are!consolidations,!rather!than!newly!designed!devices!created!for!a!deliberate!
purpose.! Numerous! reforms! found! in! previous! law! were! consolidated! into! one! single! Act! in!
August! 2014:! the!Co7operative! and!Community!Benefit! Societies!Act! 2014.!There! is! emerging!
evidence! within! the! findings! in! this! paper! that! the! legal! forms! do! collectively! garner! social!
capital,!but!they!need!to!go!further!to!ensure!wider!democratic!community!participation!and!to!
address!the!blurring!of!historical!registers.!!
This! thesis! reviews! the!government’s!political!agendas!and! the! legal! frameworks! it!has!put! in!
place! to! pursue! community! interests! and! community! benefit! in! the! UK,! with! a! particular!
emphasis!on!empowerment!and!access!to!power.!The!standpoint!from!which!this!assessment!is!
carried! out! is! that! power! is! required! by! community! groups! to! influence! and! shape! effective!
outcomes!for!and!within!their!communities.!The!wider!policy!objectives!pursued!by!this!agenda!
can! be! viewed! as! attempting! to! address! inequalities! with! an! aim! of! creating! a! business!
environment!where!individuals!and!communities!can!flourish!without!entirely!relying!on!state!
provision,!charitable!donations!and/or!capitalist!commercial!provisions.!!




Within! the! fields! of! social! humanities,! law! and! anthropology,! the! terms! used! to! describe! the!
concepts! of! ‘community! groups’! and! ‘citizen! power’! are! unclear.7! These! concepts! are! loosely!
defined!and!therefore!not!embedded!within!the!institutional!powerhouses8!that!seek!to!address!




Arnstein9! states! that! there! is!overall!confusion! in! this!area,!noting! that! there! is!much!rhetoric!
and!many!over7used!euphemisms,!both!politically!and!academically,!all!of!which!contribute!to!
this!area!being!somewhat!confounding!and!incoherent.10!!






government.! Empowerment! and! responsibility! became! key! codes! for! the! development! of! a!
number! of! initiatives! designed! to! place! a! focus! on! empowering! local! communities.! This! was!
undertaken! to! drive! communities! to! take! responsibility! for! the! stewardship! of! community!
assets!and!the!delivery!of!community!services,!to!and!for!the!benefit!of!the!local!community.!The!
programme! pursued! by! the! coalition! under! the! initial! rubric! of! the! ‘Big! Society’! (a! term! that!
later! fell! out! of! favour! and!was! replaced! by! ‘localism’! as! the! key! thematic),12! focuses! on! the!
potential!in!local!communities!to:!

















A)! Take! responsibility! for! the! maintenance! of! local! assets! and! the! delivery! of! local!





value! to! communities,! and! enhancing! their! willingness! to! protect! such! assets!
themselves.!!
This!strategy!was!intended!to!promote!social!regeneration!through!the!recognition!of!the!value!
of! social! capital,13! by! providing! the! means! through! which! communities! could! become! actors!
empowered!in!equalising!their!own!welfare.!
In! order! to! achieve! the! above!objectives,! it! is! argued! that! a! challenge!needs! to! be! brought! to!
incumbent! institutions,! including! capitalistic! corporations,! charities! and! statutory! bodies!
(national! state! infrastructures),! in! particular! those! institutions! that! operate! to! benefit!
communities.! The! challenge! is! to! introduce! structural! representation! in! order! to! achieve!
democratic! power7sharing! and! integrated! participation! of! community! groups.! Structural!
representation!needs!to!be!drafted! into!organisational!structures,!constitutions!and!articles!of!
association.!Anything!other!than!being!structurally!placed!on!the!boards!of!companies,!charities!
or! trusts! is! simply! ineffective! tokenism.! Therefore,! the! requirement! for! legal! forms! that! are!
identifiable!as!conducive!to! the!promotion!of!community! interest!and/or!benefit! is!necessary;!
these! forms!may!be! classed!as!alternatives! to!existing!models.!As!Wright14! notes,! alternatives!
are!already! in!existence.!However,! this!work!reveals! that! there! is!a! lack!of!clear!branding15! in!
the!alternatives!and!in!their!key!characteristics!and!differences.!This!work!therefore!considers!
how! we! can! bring! together! these! alternative! legal! forms! with! scholarly! evidence! that!
demonstrates!the!need!to!represent!community!stakeholders.!This!representation!can!occur!by!
structurally! placing! community! members! or! groups! within! institutions! in! order! to! address!














inequalities,! achieve! democracy! and! encourage! power7sharing,! thereby! achieving! social!
responsibility(and!endeavouring! to!address! ‘imbalances!between!rich!and!poor! [which]! is! the!
oldest!and!most!fatal!ailment!of!all!republics’.16!!
This! dissertation! adopts! the! view! that! capitalist! economies! are! the! primary! producers! of!
devastating! global! and! local! inequalities.17! The! events!witnessed! in! the! 2008! global! financial!
crisis!and!in!the!UK!riots!of!201118!are!evidence!of!a!system!in!radical!need!of!reform.!Bresser7
Pereira! notes! that! ‘30! Neoliberal! Years! of! Capitalism! collapsed! in! the! 2008! global! financial!
crisis’.19(He!draws!a!direct! association!between! the! ills! of! capitalist!models! in! the! events! that!
unfolded!and!the!need!to!understand!the!effects!of!poverty!in!order!to!achieve!democratisation.!
This!paper!argues!that!the!‘poor’!need!to!be!placed!within!institutional!structures!in!order!to!be!
democratically! represented.! According! to! Wright,20! previous! feudalist! structures! allowed!
capitalist! corporations! a! space! to! thrive;! as! a! consequence,! a! capitalist! social! order! has!
developed,!which!has!been!built!inside!the!historical!relations!and!institutions!forged!under!the!
social! context! of! feudalism.! What! is! now! required! is! legislation! that! accepts! alternatives,! by!
offering! a! framework! that! sees! clearly! branded! legal! models,! rather! than! models! that! have!
emerged!and!evolved!by!coincidence.!These!models!need!to!be!deliberately!created!so!that!they!




This! is! direct! recognition! of! the! importance! to! include! and! have! full! representation! of! local!




























(a! type! of! business! category)! are! fiducially! required! by! law! to! follow! strategies! that! largely!




they! bound! –! legally! or! morally! –! to! abide! with! the! views! of! their! shareholders! or! wider!
stakeholders.! As! a! direct! result,! it! can! be! argued! that! the! capitalist! corporation!model! in! its!
current! form! operates! in! a! culture! of! business! growth! strategies! based! on! pure! economic!
returns.! It! is! therefore! legally! structured! not! to! address! any! other! objectives,! such! as! social!
benefit,! community! interest! or! environmental! issues.! The! capitalist! business! model! could!







Wright! states! that! ‘developing! a! theory! of! alternatives! to! capitalism! at! the! beginning! of! the!
twenty7first! century! is! a! pressing! task,! as! for!most! people! capitalism! now! seems! the! natural!
order!of!things’.25!He!argues!that!what!is!required!is!a!move!away!from!the!enshrined!business!
structures! and! dominant! institutions! that! are! widely! recognisable! in! Western! societies! –!
institutions!that!operate!in!a!space!endorsed!by!governments.!States!have!allowed!alternatives!
to! government! provisions;26! in! free! market! economies,! businesses! deliver! in! place! of!
government!provisions.! These! are!distinct! business!models.! The! state!provides! social!welfare!
structures!through!a!number!of!intersects!or!frameworks!that!the!emerging!business!must!work!









Capitalism! has! dealt! with! maximising! material! value! agendas,! and! a! corporation’s! primary!
responsibility! has! been! identified! as! the! delivery! of! profit! for! its! stakeholders.! The!Western!
world! is! highly! dependent! and! measured! on! its! ability! to! consume,! and! therefore! material!
welfare! is! key.! Colander! states! that! whilst! ‘material! needs! are! limited,! material! wants! are!
essentially! infinite! [and]! this!gives! for7profit!corporations!an!unlimited!role! in!an! increasingly!
materialistic!society’.27!!
Material!wealth! is!obtained!by!consumers!and! fulfilled!by!companies! in!a!highly! lucrative!and!
competitive!market!place.!Marketing!strategies!are!sophisticated!in!design,!and!consumers!are!








that! one! should! recognise! tensions! and! consequently! pose! the! following! question:! whose!
responsibility!is!it!to!ensure!social!welfare!and!how!should!it!be!funded?28!This!work!assumes!a!















Successive! government! policies! have! seen! a! multitude! of! initiatives,! along! with! significant!
investments! in! schemes! aimed! at! assisting! the! poorest! and!most! vulnerable!within! societies.!




welfare! strategies! has! seen! the! creation! of! generational! welfare! interdependency.30! The!





However,! one! problem! with! government! strategies! relates! to! the! ways! in! which! welfare! is!
measured:! inequality!measures!are!based!on!material!wealth!(and,! in!particular,! the!extent! to!
which! people! own! assets! or! access! to! material! goods! and! services).31! One! example! of! such!
measures!is!the!following:!
People! in! poverty! are! those!who! are! considerably!worse7off! than! the!majority! of! the!
population.!Their! level! of! deprivation! means! they! are! unable! to! access! goods! and!
services!that!most!people!consider!necessary!to!an!acceptable!standard!of!living.32!
The!above!measure!focuses!on!consumer! inequality!and!excludes!other! important!dimensions!
of! welfare,! such! as! access! to! education,! health! and! decision7making.! This! one7dimensional!
measure! should! be! challenged! and! replaced! by! alternative!measures! that! take! social!welfare!
values!into!account.!!
Colander,33! for! instance,! argues! that! current! governmental! frameworks! are! not! effective! in!
providing!social!welfare,!as!they!do!not!take!into!account!the!ways!in!which!social!welfare!and!
















material!welfare! are!deeply! interrelated.!Both! the! economy!and! society! are! complex! systems,!
and!Colander!suggests!that!governments!should!consider!them!together!as!a!broad!ecosystem!




The! ability! to! share! power! between! the! ‘haves’! and! the! ‘have7nots’! is! essential,! and! what! is!
required! is! structural! participation.! This! appears! to! be! evident! in! the! case! studies! that! this!
dissertation! focuses!on;! they!show!the! importance!of!association!and!participation!whilst!also!
pointing! to! the! limits! posed! on! them! by! the! compartmentalisation! of! material! assets! and!
ownership.!They!are!structurally!separated!and,!at! times,! totally!removed!when!the!asset! lock!
facility35!(specifically!the!legal!asset!lock!facility)!is!in!place.!
The! inequalities!within! communities! between! the! ‘haves’! and! ‘have7nots’! are! partially! due! to!
imbalances! in! ownership! of! assets,! wealth,! property! and! power,! as! described! by! Sherry!
Arnstein.36!For!example,!property!is!held!as!private!ownership,!and!controlled!by!those!seen!to!
have!power!–!this!can!be!over!land!resources!or!funds!held!by!companies!or!the!state.!This!can!
be! viewed! as! the! ‘haves’! giving! access! to! those!with! the!means! –!who! also! happen! to! be! the!
‘haves’.!Community!assets!are!often!owned!and!controlled!by!quasi7public!spheres!–!again,!the!
‘haves’.! The! introduction! of! social! ownership! can! provide! a! discourse! when! contrasted! with!
private!ownership!because,! in!practice,! it!generally!collapses! into!state!ownership.37!A! leading!
theoretician!in!this!field,!Professor!Jaroslav!Vaněk,38!makes!this!distinction!in!relation!to!worker!
cooperatives! –! those! controlled! by! worker! bases! or! those! controlled! by! ownership! bases.!
Having! a! connection! to! an! asset,! due! to! being! an! owner,! part7owner! or! custodian,! creates! an!
obligation! to! support,!manage!and! care! for! the!asset,! as!well! as! a! sense!of! responsibility.!The!
asset! lock! feature! removes! this! and! creates! separation! and! compartmentalisation,! which,! in!
turn,!jeopardise!its!social!and!material!value.!!














This! thesis! argues! that! community! asset! ownership! is! essential.! The! ability! to! asset! lock!
community!assets!for!a!community!group!that!is!democratic!and!sustainable!is!key.!If!we!are!to!
consider! communities! as! ecosystems,!which! are! evolving! and! capable! of! constant! change,!we!
need!to!recognise!the!need!for!sustainable!welfare!policies!that!are!managed!by!those!who!are!
intrinsically!affected!–!those!donating!time!or!funds!and!those!spending!the!funds!and!managing!
the! community! assets,! along! with! those! who! are! receiving! the! community! benefits! or!
community!interest.!Achieving!this!objective!requires!supporting!governance!and!accountability!
mechanisms! that! prevent! non7separation! and! encourage! effective! participation.! The!
Cooperative! and! Community! Benefit! Society! Law! Act! 2014! is! light! touch;39! it! is! flexible! and!
vague,! with! a! non7requirement! of! named! beneficiaries.! What! is! required! is! further! legal!
guidance!in!order!to!achieve!the!necessary!interconnections!within!communities;!a!community!
interest! company! or! community! benefit! society! must! be! recognisable! and! different! to! the!
incumbent! institutions,! which! centralise! power! and! money! in! a! materialistically! driven!
economy.! The! question! is:! how! can! the! alternative!models! to! non7capitalist!models! enter! the!
economy! and! counterbalance! the! current! inequalities!within! institutions?!This!work! suggests!
that! stakeholder! participation! through! representation! at! board! level! is! essential;! this! is!
something!that!can!simply!be!introduced!as!an!evolving!strategy.!
We!need!to!be!open7minded!when!considering!changes;!as!Wright40! suggests,!some!caution! is!
required! here,! as! the! institutions! that! purport! to! improve! social! inequalities! and!welfare! are!
often! the! cause!of!human!suffering,!due! to! the! consolidated!ways! in!which! they!operate.!This!
note!of!caution!suggests!that!a!steady!transformation!is!required.!Integral!to!this!process!is!the!
ability! to!diagnose! the!problematic!aspects!of! the!existing!models!and! institutions! in!order! to!
transform! them.! It! is! important! to! keep! in!mind,! as!Wright! points! out,! that! the! processes! of!
transformation!are!likely!to!produce!unintended!consequences!and,!as!Hayek!has!argued,!some!
may!even!cause!more!harm!than!the!original!inadequate!institutions!did.41!However,!in!light!of!
the! argument! articulated! above,! this! acknowledgement! does! not! invalidate! the! pressing! need!
for!alternatives!that!can!improve!welfare.!!
What!is!required!is!emancipatory!social!contribution.!Wright42!suggests!that,!if!an!environment!
is! considered!as! an!ecosystem,! the! role!of! the! government!becomes!one!of! loosely! allowing!a!
coupling!of!business!forms,!with!the!dominant!species!currently!being!a!capitalistic!model,!and!











Essential! in! this! transformation! process! is! effective! participation.! Embryonic! economic!
organisms!require!more!than!mere!tokenism;!instead,!they!need!true!democratic!participation!




details! several! strategic! lawsuits! brought! to! curtail! political! activism! and! public! expression.!
Moffit44! challenges! the! view! that! governments! seek! secrecy! and! that! there! are! tensions! in!
bureaucratic! administration,! suggesting! that! democratic! accountability! can!be! achieved!by! all!
when! engaged! effectively,! bringing! together! groups! with! diverse! expertise! who! can! produce!
better!public!policy!outcomes.!
This!can!be!understood!as!power!involvement!and!power!distribution!by!citizen!participation,!
structurally! placed! to! personally! represent! their! citizens’! position;! anything! less! is! merely!
therapy!or!tokenism,!as!per!Arnstein’s!assertion.45!
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citizen!power!can!be!achieved.!The!case!studies!within! this! research!offer! further!evidence!of!
this!argument!and!point!to!the!ability!of!institutions!to!evolve.!In!the!second!case!study,!that!of!
Dover,!we!see!in!the!early!days!that!there!appeared!to!be!little!on!offer!–!merely!placation!–!yet,!
in! the! end,!we! see! a! structural! opening! for! a! Community!Director! being! firmly! placed! on! the!
board!of!directors.48!
With! regard! to! the! structural!development!of! the!available! legal!models,! this!work!argues! for!
social!enterprises!using!community! interest! companies!and!or!community!benefit! societies! to!
have! the! option! of! further! structural! guidance! that! secures! participation! and! representation,!
accompanied!differentiation!which!is!identifiable.!!
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Figure( 1.1b:( Arnstein’s( Ladder( of( Citizen( Participation( supported( by( legal( differentiation( for( institutions(
whom(operate(a(structurally(inclusive(incorporated(business(model.(!
With! regard! to! the! moral! development! of! the! available! legal! models,! Wright49! provides! an!
efficient! guide! to! aid! social! enterprises! in! understanding! the! different! voyages! that! can! be!
embarked!upon!according! to! the!varying!principles!open! to! them!on! formation.!He! lists! three!
















enable! a!more! interconnected! approach! to! the!welfare! of! communities,! one! secured! through!
effective! participation.! Participation! is! essential! and! must! not! be! overlooked:! ‘Citizen!
participation! is!a!categorical! term!for!citizen!power...!participation!without!a!redistribution!of!
power! is! an! empty! and! frustrating! process! for! the! powerless,! it! allows! the! power! holders! to!
claim! that! all! sides! were! considered.’51! It! is! therefore! essential! that! supportive! guidance! on!
organisational! structures! is! introduced,! guidance! that! places! citizens! on! the! boards! of!
organisations!that!purport!community!interest!and/or!community!benefit.!
There! are,! however,! concerns! over! some!aspects! of! asset7! and!power7sharing:! can! assets! and!
power!really!be!shared?!Robert!Oakeshott52!poses!the!following!question:!‘Can!an!enterprise!be!
democratically!owned?! If! the!essence!of! a!democratic! enterprise,! or! community,! is! that! all! its!
members!should!be!on!the!same!footing…’!This!is!an!extremely!difficult!question!to!address,!and!
this! dissertation! does! not! provide! a! comprehensive! answer.! However,! it! argues! that! unclear!
branding! of! the! business! type! leads! to! roadblocks! and! disparities!when! there! is! no! common!
work,! no! pooling! of! resources,! no! ownership! and! no! identifiable! beneficiaries! or! community!
participation/representation.!!
This!work!undertakes!empirical!research!as!a!method!of! investigation,! through!two! local!case!
studies.!The!case!studies!are!drawn!from!Kent,!in!order!firstly!to!investigate!the!available!legal!
forms! designed! to! deliver! community! benefit! or! community! interest,! both! as! opposed! to! and!
compared! with! the! existing! company! structures! used! by! social! enterprises;! and! secondly! to!
investigate! how! participation! and! profit! distribution! is! governed.! The! case! studies! unfolded!
during!the!same!time!frame!as!the!Big!Society!rhetoric!and!the!introduction!of!the!Cooperative!
and! Community! Benefit! Society! Act.! The! first! two! case! studies! developed! out! of! a! move! to!
privatise!a!significant!local!asset,!the!Port!of!Dover,!when!two!opposing!business!models!were!
offered.!The! third!case!study! is!a!small7scale!social!enterprise! in!Folkestone,!which!arose!as!a!
consequence!of!local!authority!cuts:!the!Folkestone!Leas!Lift!community!asset.!!
1.1 ISSUES UNDER INVESTIGATION 







legal! forms! are! available! to! carry! out! this! function?! How! successful! are! these! forms! and! the!
evolving!modifications!made!to!them!in!delivering!the!objective?!
One!of!the!major!themes!developed!has!been!that!of!community!benefit!as!a!key!focus!between!
the!delivery!of!policy!and!the!development!of! legal! forms.!How!are!we!to!understand,! identify!
and!measure!–!as!well!as!enhance!and!protect!–!community!benefit!and!community!interest?!
If! we! can! agree! that! the! governance!within! capitalist! business!models! fails! to! answer! to! the!
communities! they! serve,! surely! an! alternative! business!model!must! have! sufficiently! resilient!
governance! that! is! fit! for! purpose?! Furthermore,! its! business! activities! need! to! be! both!
measurable!and!manageable,!as!well!as!open!to!regulation.!!




study,! particularly! as! a! large! number! of! crucial! legislative! developments! unfolded! during! the!
time!frame!of!the!research.!To!date,!there!has!been!no!simple!or!single!resource!for!providing!a!
map!of! the! legal! forms!and!devices,!and!therefore!this! thesis!has!become,! in!part,!a!design! for!
such! a! mapping.! To! understand! the! distinctive! characteristics! carried! in! each! legal! form,!
reference!has!to!be!made!to!the!origins!of!the!forms;!therefore,!an!understanding!of!the!context!
within!which!the!form!originally!developed!is!required.!
Diagrams! have! been! designed! to! provide! one!means! through!which! to! extrapolate! the!major!

























term! is! a!wraparound! concept! and!not! a! legally! identifiable!business! form.! It! is! here! that! the!
work!suggests! that! there! is!a!problem! in! the! identification!and!branding!of! the!available! legal!
forms! open! for! adoption.! It! pursues! the! need! for! clear! identities! in! order! to! garner! vital!
community! participation! and! social! reform.! One! could! note! that! the! basic! historical! starting!
point!for!philanthropic!gifts,!collecting!funds,!and!donations!to!support! ‘community!benefit’!or!
‘community! interest’! would! have! been! given! or! awarded! to! charitable! organisations,! which!




concern!over!producing!profit! for! social! purposes! rather! than!profit! for! distribution!between!
solely! economic! investors.54! For! many,! this! sector! is! a! commercial! activity;! it! is! seen! as!
developing! out! of! and! in! parallel! with! the! financial! activities! of! charities,! as! well! as! being! a!












1. The!well7organised,! larger7scale! economic! enterprise,!whose!motive! is! to!meet!
‘social! need’! or! to! provide! ‘social! benefit’,! and!who! requires! a! legal! form! that!
recognises!and!supports!this!aim;!
2. The! smaller! and! less!well7organised! local! initiative,!which! needs! to! be! able! to!
find!and!use!with!ease!a!legal!form!that!suits!its!needs.!!
Public! benefit! and! charitable! purposes! are! forms! related! to! the! classical! models! used! by!
charities!when!receiving!donations!and!gifts.!Acquiring!charitable!status!(by!meeting!the!public!
benefit! test)! allows! for! a! number! of! fiscal! benefits55! in! recognition! of! the! organisation’s!




really! correct,! as! these! enterprises! simply! distribute! profits! between! members! of! the!






that! all! social! enterprises! who! benefit! from! voluntary! labour! and/or! fundraising! must! be!
recognisable!and!accountable!in!the!public’s!minds;!where/to!whom!is!the!money!going?!One!of!
the!major! concerns! in! the! coalition! government’s! tranche! of! legislation! for! social! enterprises!
(SEs! hereafter)! has! been! to! clearly! distinguish! between! the! two;! this! has! been! implemented!
with! the! introduction! of! the! legal! form! ‘community! benefit! societies’,! as! opposed! to! societies!
benefiting!members!(cooperatives!and!mutuals).!!

















However,! how! is! an! SE,! as! a! legal! form,! connected! to! building! social! capital?! This! can! be!
achieved! by! focusing! on! the! given! aim,! the! SE’s! aspirations,! as! required! in! their! governance!
documents! –! that! of! community! benefit! or! community! interest.! This! is! the! requirement! that!
becomes!the!thematic!focus!for!the!investigation!into!the!matrix!of!legal!forms:!what!is!the!aim,!
how!is!it!measured!and!by!what!means!of!governance,!and!are!the!said!tests!fit!for!purpose?!
1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS, METHODOLOGY AND ARGUMENT 
The!research!questions!of!this!thesis!are!twofold:!
Firstly,! it! investigates! whether! the! governance! available! in! the! legal! forms! open! to! social!
enterprises!is!fit!for!purpose,!in!both!structural!and!operational!terms.!It!asks!whether!the!legal!




meant! to! be! the! purpose! of! said! enterprises! receive! any! social! benefit,! and! considers! which!
mechanisms!form!the!basis!on!which!this!assessment!is!made.!
In! short,! the! research! question! is:! How! are! the! business! activities! of! community! benefit! and!
community!interest!companies!measured,!managed!and!regulated?!!
This!question!is,!in!turn,!investigated!by!studying!the!following!two!sub7questions:!!
What! are! the! differences! in! the! structures,! governance! and! accountability! between! the! legal!
forms! emerging! from! the! different! registers,! as! outlined! above,! which! are! designed! to! carry!







Chapters! 4–6.! The! first! two! relate! to! two! potential! options! that! developed! out! of! a! move! to!
privatise! the! Port! of! Dover,! and! the! third! is! a! study! of! a! small7scale! social! enterprise! in!
Folkestone,! which! arose! as! a! consequence! of! local! authority! cuts! and,! therefore,! could! be!
thought!of!as!a!species!of!privatisation.!
The!case!studies!involved!fieldwork58!in!the!form!of!local!orientation!on!the!ground,!interviews!
and! one! small! survey,! as! well! as! participation! in! local! activities! in! order! to! gather! material.!
Because!of!the!nature!of!the!emergence!of!the!material,!in!that!much!of!it!was!either!ongoing!or!
very! recent,! extensive! use! was! made! of! local! newspaper! coverage! as! well! as! other! forms! of!
media,! such! as! social!media,! in! order! to! track! events! as! well! as! gauge! how! they!were! being!
profiled!and!received.!!
In! the! first! two!case! studies! (Dover),! a! great!deal!of! government!material!or! communications!




                                                
58!Fieldwork!was!undertaken!from!2012!to!2014,!and!also!draws!on!fieldwork!undertaken!in!Dover!from!2010!to!2011.!
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1.4 INTRODUCTION SUPPOSITION 
Inequalities! are! always! present,! and! initiatives! to! address! inequalities! and! provide! an!
environment! in! which! mankind! can! excel! have! long! been! sought! by! social! scientists,!
governments!and!communities!seeking!to! improve!on!the!historical! institutions!that!sit!under!
the! bedrock! of! mankind’s! existence.59! This! work! challenges! the! inexistence! of! legally!
constructed!institutions60!and!the!processes!of!engaging!social!participation!and!representation!
in!order!to!achieve!social!democracies!and!improve!equalities.!The!research!undertaken!in!the!











advantage!of.! If! this! can!be!agreed,! then! the!role!of! the!state!–!as! in! the!government!–!can!be!
defined,!and!therefore!what!is!required!from!them!can!be!established.!!
This! dissertation! argues,! firstly,! that! the! government! should! pursue! a! coherent! strategy! that!
delivers!enabling!legal!structures!to!ensure!that!the!legal!forms!open!to!business!operators!are!
identifiable,!transparent!and!governed!in!a!manner!that!demonstrates!true!accountability;!and!

















and! what! it! entails.! It! concludes! by! reviewing! the! cost! of! an! excluded! social! order,! and!
endeavours! to! link! the! need! for! inclusion,! by! way! of! participation! and! representation! of!




CHAPTER 2: LOSS OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE IN HISTORICAL LEGAL 
FORMS Ð A DESIRE FOR AN ALTERNATIVE 
!
2.1 2008: A GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS 
In! 2008,! a! global! financial! crisis! rocked! economies! across! the! globe!when! a! number! of! large,!
long7established!banks!collapsed,!and!the!perceived! lack!of!management!visibility!and!control!
left! investors! and! creditors! –! as! well! as! society! at! large! –! devastated.64! As! a! result! of! this!
economic! crisis,! the!UK! government! decided! to!make! sweeping! cuts! across! the! public! sector.!
Cuts! could! be! seen! in! vital! services! to! communities! –! for! example,! hospital! services,!
transportation,! schools! and! reductions! in! the! police! and! armed! services! –! all! of! which!
threatened! the! public! sector,! in! terms! of! both! provisions! of! services! and! as! sources! of!
employment.!!
However,! in! certain! sections! of! the! political! spectrum,! such! reductions! in! publicly! provided!
services!were!not!seen!as!problematic.!They!resonated!with!the!argument!that!the!state!should!
not!be!over7extended!into! ‘public!service’,!and!that!the!alternative!of!a! ‘third!sector’!to!deliver!
social! services,! rather! than! the! state,! was! to! be! welcomed.65! Further,! in! areas! in! which! the!
financial!crisis!had!led!to!a!reduction!in!private!enterprises!(for!example,!consumer!services!and!





In! terms! of! the! economic! crisis,! one! concern! has! been! that,! in! the! corporate! sector,! both!
shareholders! and! other! stakeholders! have! been! let! down! by! a! lack! of! visibility! and!
accountability,! and! through! key! failures! in! corporate! governance.! Traditional! forms! for!
company!governance!were!severely!criticised!and!it!became!recognised!that!the!opportunities!
for! holding! a! board! to! account! were! limited.68! This! was! one! crucial! factor! in! the! increased!













obviously! stakeholders! in! any!particular! business! enterprise,! but! also!with! the! economic! and!




legal! forms! that! encouraged! enterprises! set! up! in! the! interests! of,! or! for,! the! benefit! of! the!
community.! ‘Socially! responsible! capitalism’! was! a! mixed!model! of! many! different! corporate!
forms,!operating!together!to!build!a!more!sustainable!economy!and!a!healthier!social!order.70!
Thus,! for! the! first! time,! conservative! thinkers! became! actively! interested! in! the! legal! and!
business! forms! more! traditionally! associated! with! socialism! and! liberalism! –! in! particular,!
mutuals! and! cooperatives.! Rather! than! simply! standing! for! free7market! economics,! they! sat!
under!the!rubric!of!the!‘Big!Society’,!which!would!be!committed!to!a!socially!responsible!market!
concerned!with!socio7economic!regeneration!and!social!renewal.!!
2.2 SOCIAL RENEWAL: ÔSOCIAL ENTERPRISEÕ FOR ÔSOCIAL CAPITALÕ 
Social!enterprise!is!defined!in!government!literature!as:!
...!a!business!with!primarily!social!objectives!whose!surpluses!are!principally!reinvested!
for! that!purpose! in! the!business!or! in! the!community,! rather! than!being!driven!by! the!
need!to!maximise!profit!for!shareholders!and!owners.71!
The!use!of! the!word! ‘primarily’!suggests! that!some!but!not!all!of! the!SE’s!objectives!are!social!
and! that! profits! are! ‘principally’! –! but! not! necessarily! entirely! –! reinvested! into! either! the!
enterprise!or!the!community.!This!indicates!a!level!of!flexibility!in!the!SE!as!a!term!of!reference.!
And,! indeed,! the! term! SE! is! a! business! heading! only;! it! merely! describes! the! purpose! of! the!
business!and!not!the!legal!form!or!its!taxable!status.!It!describes!a!sector!rather!than!defining!a!
particular!form!of!commercial!activity.!










employed! by! government! and! policy7makers,! the! lack! of! a! clear! definition! has! created! an!
environment! in! which! the! general! public! may! not! be! able! to! differentiate! between! different!
organisations!working! for! the! public! benefit.! For! instance,! a! charity! –! in!which! all! surplus! of!
profits! must! be! returned! to! the! charitable! purpose! –! and! a! social! enterprise! –! which! holds!
discretion!as!to!the!distribution!of!profits,!which!can!be!drawn!down!as!directors’!dividends!or!







The!research! from!the!case!studies!examined!during! the!course!of! this!work!suggests! leaning!
towards!understanding!a!definition!of!SE!as!both!an! ideal!process!and,! importantly,!as!a! legal!
form,! in! that! those! committed! to! delivering! local! social! renewal! utilise! the! appropriate! legal!
forms! and! business! models! to! support! their! aims.! We! can! think! of! this! as! building! on! and!
delivering!‘social!capital’.73!And,!if!any!term!can!hold!the!sector!together!more!cogently,!then!a!
search! for! a! definition! of! SE! is! required! with! a! focus! on! ‘community! benefit! returns’.! A!
‘community!benefit!returns’!test,!which!focuses!on!outcomes,!might!offer!a!measure!for!judging!
the!SE.!It!is!no!surprise!that!it!is!‘community!benefit’!that!runs!as!a!thread!–!the!crucial!criterion!
–! through! all! legal! and!business! forms!dedicated! to! the! growth! and!delivery! of! social! capital.!
However,! it! is! further! required! that! levels! of! collaboration! and! participation! are! indicated! as!
measures!to!be!judged,!in!addition!to!community!benefit.!!
In!June!2013,!the!Cabinet!Office!claimed!there!to!be!some!180,000!social!enterprises!in!the!UK,!
generating!£55!billion! for! the!economy.74!However,! it!can!be!noted!that! the! issues!of!meaning!
and! confidence! in! the! sector! among! the! general! public! still! constitute! an! obstacle! for! the!














development! of! social! enterprises.! The! Social! Enterprise! Mark! and! membership! to! Social!
Enterprise!UK! (now!Fair!Business)75! have!attempted! to!provide!processes! through!which!SEs!
can!be!recorded!as!meeting!key!standards.!However,!only!450!social!enterprises!have!applied!
for! certification,! which! stands! in! strong! contrast! to! the! Cabinet! figures.! Given! the! size! and!
importance!of! this! sector,! its! regulation!and!governance!must!be!more! clearly!defined,! rather!
than! being! held! together! loosely! and! carried! in! a! number! of! legal! forms.! In! 2013,! a! Cabinet!
Office! report! noted! that! 56%! of! social! enterprises! with! a! ‘very! good! fit! definition,! found!
regulation!an!obstacle! for! them!as! a! social! enterprise’.76! It! seems! that! the! sector! is! subject! to!
tension!between,!on!the!one!hand,!a!lack!of!clarity!in!the!definition!available!from!the!different!
forms! operating!within! the! sector! and,! on! the! other! hand,! a!wish! to! keep! things! flexible! and!
open!to!interpretation!as!inclusively!as!possible.!!
2.3 THE RANGE OF LEGAL FORMS FOR SOCIAL ENTERPRISES 
The! coalition’s! period! of! office! (2010–2014)! was! marked! by! legislative! activity! aimed! at!
providing!a!range!of!legal!forms!for!social!enterprises.!This!legislative!profile!was!part!of!a!raft!
of!statutory!reforms!concerned!with!advancing!and!supporting!many!aspects!of!the!‘Big!Society’!
agenda! and! the! development! of! a! focus! on! localism.! Much! of! this! in! relation! to! SE! built! on!
initiatives!begun!by!previous!governments,!but!often!with!a!sharper!focus!and!a!very!immediate!
imperative,!given!the!financial!crisis.!






Together,! these! three! models! provided! a! spectrum! of! potential! for! SE,! each! developed!
specifically!to!address!the!concerns!of!building!social!capital!and!delivering!community!benefit.!
And!yet! each! is! rather!different! in! form,! sometimes! subtly! and! sometimes!quite! overtly,!with!
many! of! these! disparities! arising! because! of! the! forms’! differences! in! origin.! The! central!
questions!in!this!research!are!aimed!at!addressing!and!understanding!these!differences!as!well!
as!their!similarities.!!




It! is!possible! to! interpret! the!emergence!and!adoption!of! this! range!of! legal! forms! for!SE!as!a!
positive! renewal! for! those! sectors! that! have! not! been! part! of!mainstream! capitalism! and! the!
private! free! market.77! It! is! also! possible! to! interpret! the! new! emphasis! on! community!





Community! interests! are! also! being! recognised! in! the! twenty7first! century! in! legal! reforms!
within! the!area!of!property! law,!which!have! in!small!part! recognised! ‘property’! rights! that!go!
beyond! purely! private! ownership! to! encompass! the! recognition! of! community! interests! and!
benefits.!The!Commons!Act!2006,!the!Localism!Act!2011!and!the!Growth!and!Infrastructure!Act!
2013! were! all! designed,! in! different! ways,! to! empower! and! engage! communities,! thereby!
‘becoming! a! powerful! political,! legal! and! social! tool! raising! questions! regarding! identity,!
community!and!sociality’,!according!to(Holder!and!Flessas.78!They!further!argue!that!‘in!a!world!
in! which! global! warming,! identity! politics,! religious! conflict! and! political! differences! all!














2.4. 2011: THE EFFECTS OF EXCLUSION EVIDENCED 
The(perpetrators(were(locals,(burning(and(raiding(their(own(communities.80!
The! importance! of! the! ‘trope! of! commonality’! was! evidenced! when! extensive! riots! in! North!
London! spread! across! the! metropolis.! Similar! events! were! recorded! in! other! cities! across!
England,!including!Birmingham,!Bristol!and!Manchester,!along!with!several!smaller!towns.!!
The!cost!to!commerce!was!significant,!as!businesses!were!burnt!and!an!estimated!£200!million!
worth!of!property!was!damaged.81!The! losses! that!were! incurred!–!not!only!material!but!also!
human,!with! a!devastating! loss!of! lives! and! serious! injuries!both!direct! results! of! violent! acts!
during! these! riots! –! underscored! a! massive! breakdown! in! commonality,! both! within! and!





A! debate! as! to! why! this! occurred! circulated! in! the! spheres! of! politics,! academia! and! social!
media.! It! is! argued! that! many! factors! contributed! to! this! level! of! alienation,! such! as! class;!
unemployment! and! economic! deprivation;! a! breakdown! in! families! and! social! morality;! the!
effects! of! social! exclusion! and! gang! culture;! and! a! general! sense! of! dissatisfaction! and!
















The!events!of! summer!2011!underscored! the!need! for!change!but!also! rendered!visible! some!
evidence!of!potential:!ordinary!people!came!out!to!help!those!who!had!suffered,!and!to!clean!up!










Capital! fundraising! and/or! grant! funding! may! only! be! open! to! certain! types! of! legal! forms;!
evidence!suggests!that!the!majority!of!CIC’s!dissolve!consequently!as!noted!in!the!Regulator!of!
Community!Interest!Companies!annual!report!2015/2016.!SEs!may!face!restrictions!in!terms!of!
eligibility!when! applying! for! funds.! The!particular! terms!of! a! grant! or! fund!may! insist! on! the!
organisation! being! a! registered! charity,! for! instance;! further! restrictions! may! apply! when!
endeavouring! to! raise! capital! funds! –! for! example,! from! equity.! Sometimes! funding! is! also!

















With!accessible! funding! to!hand,! it! surely! remains!crucial! that!we!are!able! to! identify! the!key!
elements! that! are! important! to! any! SE! in! terms! of! its! legal! form,! as! well! as! being! able! to!


































CHAPTER 3: LEGAL FORMS FOR ÔSOCIAL ENTERPRISEÕ 
!
This! chapter! discusses! the! comparisons! between! the! available! legal! forms! open! to! social!
enterprises!whose!emphasis!is!on!objectives!for!‘community!benefit’!or!‘community!interest’.!It!
sets!out!their!general!purpose!and!functions,!both!descriptively!and!diagrammatically,!including!
the! emerging! legal! forms! for! social! enterprises,! such! as! community! interest! companies! (CICs!
hereafter)! and! community! benefit! societies! (CBSs! hereafter).! It! compares! them! to! the! pre7
existing! investor7owned! capitalist! corporation! models! (whether! privately,! publicly! or! quasi7
publicly!owned).!!
The! work! draws! reference! from! David! Colander,! an! iconoclastic! economist,! and! Erik! Olin!
Wright,! a! sociologist! in! social! stratification,! in! order! to! gain! a! wider! understanding! of! the!
demand!for!alternative!legal!forms!in!terms!of!both!their!use!and!their!standing!in!the!economy,!
while! also! tracking! their!momentum! in! terms!of! legal! amendments!during! the! time!period!of!
this!research.!
The! term! ‘alternative’! is! used! to! introduce! another! option! aside! from! the! investor7owned!




Historically,! the! term! ‘alternative’! would! have! been! associated! with! cooperative! societies.!
Cooperatives! originally! derived! from! the! term! ‘cooperate’,! and! saw! those!who! contributed! in!
some!way! to! a! given!business! and/or! those! listed!on! a!membership!base!benefiting! from! the!
profits! or! surplus! of! the! given! business.! Examples! of! cooperation! in! cooperatives! can! be!
observed! through! those! who! pool! resources,! as! seen! in! farmers’! cooperatives! or! worker!
cooperatives.!However,!what!has!now!emerged!is!a!company!legal! form,!run!for!the!benefit!of!
others! –! communities! who! do! not! contribute! or! who! are! not! registered! as! members! or!
identifiable!as!beneficiaries.!!
A! traditional,! investor7owned! capitalistic! corporation! is! held! accountable! by! its! shareholders,!




Arguably,! there! is! a! very! similar! process! for! membership7based! cooperatives! and! mutual!
societies,! achieved! through!meetings.88!However,!greater! emphasis! is!placed!on!ensuring! that!
the!concept!of!democratic!control!is!acted!upon;!this!is!a!fundamental!defining!principle!and!a!
differentiator! to! that!of! the! legal! structures! found! in! investor7owned!capitalistic! corporations.!




3.3! and! 3.4,! respectively.! An! incorporated! company! holds! its! now! legal! personality,! and! its!
surplus! is! distributed! according! to! the! company’s! constitution;! this! area! of! governance! is!
extremely! similar! in! SEs,! and! is! explored! in! this! chapter.! This! chapter! seeks! to! identify! and!
understand! the! second! critical! question! discussed! in! Chapter! 1:! how! is! community! benefit!
measured,!managed!and!ultimately!regulated?!This!chapter!looks!specifically!for!clarification!on!
governance!and!accountability!and!how!profit/surplus!is!distributed.!!
The! demand! for! alternatives! has! come! from! stakeholders,! consumer! groups,! worker! forces,!
entrepreneurs! and! governments,! driven! to! address! the! effects! of! social! exclusion! and! the!
imbalances! of! power! in! societies,! as! evidenced! in! Section! 2.4.! Much! imagination! has! been!
required! from! both! the! communities! on! the! ground! –! a! ‘bottom7up’! emergence! –! and! from!
incentives! from! the! state,! a! ‘top7down’!process.!This! imagination!was!needed! to!organise!and!
create! alternative! business!models!with! supporting! legal! structures.!However,!what! has! been!
brought! into! force! through! the! Cooperative! and! Community!Benefit! Societies!Act! 2014! is! the!
modernisation!and!amendment!of!pre7existing!legal!models.!Here!we!see!a!missed!opportunity!
and! a! lack! of! imagination,! which! fails! to! include! the! essential! elements! for! which! this! thesis!
argues:! the! vital! community! interconnections! of! participation,! through! representation! and!
measurable! outcomes.! This! is! supported! by! Wright,! who! notes! that! ‘developing! a! theory! of!
alternatives!to!capitalism!at!the!beginning!of!the!twenty7first!century!is!a!pressing!task,!as! for!
most! people! capitalism! now! seems! the! natural! order! of! things’.89! Like! many! natural! orders,!
there! lays! an! ability! to! evolve,! and! in! the!present!day! there! appears! to!be! an! appetite!due! to!
what!is!at!stake.!!!
! !





3.1 LEGAL MODELS: WHAT IS AT STAKE? 
It! is! at! this! juncture! that! one! should! recognise! tensions;!whose! responsibility! is! it! to! address!
social!welfare!needs!and!to!fund!addressing!them?!Funding!requires,!firstly,!surplus!by!way!of!
profits! or! by! raised! taxes! and,! secondly,! effective!distribution!of! this! surplus.! Further! tension!
exists!as!to!how!the!state!should!influence!and!address!welfare!imbalances!in!order!to!‘reduce!
human!suffering!and!expand!the!possibilities!of!human!flourishing’.90!Each!requires!a!coherent!





responsibility! is! to! deliver! profit! for! its! stakeholders.! The!Western!world! can! be! observed! as!
being! highly! dependent! on! its! ability! to! consume,! and! therefore! material! welfare! is! key.!
Colander!states!that! ‘material!needs!are! limited,!material!wants!are!essentially! infinite,!so!this!




The! recognition! that! a! focus! on! achieving! social!material! welfare!may! be! the! cause! of!major!
imbalances! in!our! societies!was!witnessed! in! Section!2.4.!And! in! recognising! that,! in!order! to!
enjoy!material!welfare,!we!need! security! in! communities,! a! sense!of! responsibility! to! balance!
material!and!social!welfare!in!conjunction!with!each!other!is!therefore!identified!and!required.!
This! leads! again! to! the! same! question:! whose! responsibility! is! it! and! how! can! surplus! be!
achieved!and!distributed!to!improve!social!welfare?!!
Colander92! states! that! governmental! frameworks! are! not! efficient! at! providing! social!welfare.!
The! problem! with! the! government! providing! social! welfare! is! the! same! as! that! of! the!
government! providing! material! welfare:! the! economy! is! too! complex! to! deal! with! a! control!
framework,! and! our! social! system! is! also! too! complex.! Colander! suggests! that! governments!
create! a! border! ecosystem!–! one! of!material! and! social! preferences,!which! can!be! articulated!
and!acted!upon.!He!notes!the!importance!of!there!‘not!being!a!substantial!separation!of!people,!
those!donating!and!those!that!actually!carry!out!the!spending!of!the!funds,!and!the!beneficiaries!








and!participation!are!evidenced!as!being! significant.!However,!we! can! see! the! introduction!of!
the!compartmentalisation!of!material!assets!and!ownership!when!the!asset!lock!facility!is!put!in!
place,!as!they!are!structurally!separated!and,!at!times,!totally!removed.!The!imbalances!within!
communities!between!the! ‘haves’!and! the! ‘have7nots’!may!be!partially!due! to! imbalances!over!
ownership!of!assets!(wealth!and!property)!and!power.!As!described!by!Sherry!Arnstein,95!there!





assets,! and! those!who! are! receiving! the! community! benefit! or! community! interest.! Achieving!
this! requires! supporting! governance! and! accountability! that! prevents! non7separation! and!
encourages!effective!participation!through!representation,!via!rules!1!and!4!as!noted!in!Chapter!
2.! The! CBS! model! that! has! emerged! is! both! flexible! and! vague.! For! instance,! the! non7
requirement! for! named! beneficiaries! does! little! to! encourage! participation;! arguably,! it!
promotes!the!very!opposite.!Therefore,!it!can!surely!be!argued!that!additional!legal!guidance!is!
required! in! order! to! promote! the!necessary! interconnections! between!different! actors!within!
communities!and!wider!stakeholders.!
When! comparing! legal! forms! for! social! enterprises,! accountability! needs! to! be! a! key! feature.!
Social!enterprises!who!purport!community!benefit!aspirations,!and!those!who!are!assigned!to!




are! returned! to! their! charitable! objectives! and! the! charity! is! accountable! to! the! Charity!
Commission.!While!a!corporation’s!duties!are!to!pursue!profit,!they!are!still!accountable!to!their!
shareholders.!Accountability! for!CICs!and!CBSs! is!discussed! in!detail! in! the! following! sections!






















3.2 TO BE OR NOT TO BE INCORPORATED? 
Social!enterprises!are!free!to!adopt!one!or!multiple/hybrid!legal!forms!and!can!choose!a!variety!
of! options,! from! legal! structures!originating! from! forms! constructed!as! companies! through! to!
legal! mechanisms,! such! as! trusts! and! charities,! as! well! as! friendly! societies,! all! of! which! are!
intended!to!achieve!similar!outcomes.97!!
Subject! to! the! form! adopted,! essential! factors! require! consideration.! Examples! include! who!
owns!or!holds!the!assets!–!such!as!property!in!land!–!and!whether!these!can!be!locked!away!in!





                                                
97!Snaith!(n!2).!
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Many! community! groups! and! clubs! tend! to! stay! unincorporated.! For! many! amateurs,! the!
regulations! associated! with! forms! of! incorporation! are! too! cumbersome! and! restrictive.!







It! is! useful! to! understand! why! regulation! is! important! and! what! it! sets! out! to! differentiate.!
Primarily,!regulation!is!the!ability!to!correctly!identify!the!appropriate!legal!form!when!creating!
an!enterprise,!and!it!aims!to!deal!–!or!not!–!with!obstacles,!as!evidenced!in!the!case!studies!that!
follow! in!Chapters!4–6.!The! research! for! this! thesis!demonstrates! the! importance!of! adopting!
the!correct!legal!form!for!an!SE!in!terms!of!raising!the!necessary!funds,!acquiring!and!protecting!
property!and,!importantly,!time!and!branding.!
The! introduction! of! amended! and! consolidated! legislation! in! 2014,! which! stretches! back! the!
initiatives! begun! by! the! previous! government,! aimed! to! address! these! regulatory! barriers,!
therefore! making! the! construction! of! legal! forms! for! SEs! more! accessible.! The! legislation! is!




Traditional! business! enterprises! can! operate! through! a! range! of! structures,! from!
unincorporated! businesses,! sole! traders! and! partners! to! incorporations,! which! include!
incorporated! limited! partnerships,! private! or! public! companies.! To! begin!with,! it! is! useful! to!
remember!the!most!significant!reason!for!incorporation.!
In! an! unincorporated! business! structure,! it! is! the! actual! individual(s)! who! holds! legal!
personality;! those!who! conduct! the! business! activities! carry! the! rewards! and! the! risks! –! the!
ownership! of! the! assets! and! the! ability! to! sue! or! be! sued.! They! are! not! governed! by! a!
constitution!or!registration!that!determines!either!their!form!or!their!rules!of!engagement!with!





other! businesses;! therefore,! there! is! no! test! regarding! their! business!purpose! or! core7trading!
objectives.! They! are! subject! to! the! usual! regulations! and! restrictions! concerning! the! Inland!
Revenue,!along!with!the!relevant!safety!regulations!and!licensing!requirements,!but!otherwise!
they! are! free! to! trade.! The! key! characteristic! is! that! they! are! personally! liable! for! any! losses!
incurred!through!their!business!activities.!!




individual! from! being! personally! financially! accountable! for! business! failure.! It! was! first!
developed!in!the!nineteenth!century!to!protect!directors!of!industrial!and!provident!societies.99!
Subsequently,! limited! liability! has! become! a! central! feature! of! capitalism,! the! market! and!




to! the! incorporated! enterprise,! rather! than! them! being! carried! by! the! individuals! behind! the!
organisation.! This! can! be! particularly! beneficial! when! leasing! property,! taking! out! loans! or!




1.! Issues!of! tax:!an!unincorporated!sole! trader! is!subject! to!profits!being! taxed!against!
the!income!of!the!individuals!involved,!usually!through!the!individuals!being!classed!as!




2.! Issues!of!privacy!and!administration:!one!effect!of! incorporation! is! that!all!company!
reports!and!accounts!are!held!by!the!government!and!are!open!to!the!public.!








Global! capitalism! and! the! effects! of! using! companies! as! little! more! than! investment!
opportunities!have!led!to!major!concerns!in!many!communities!and!localities!over!issues!such!
as!who!is!running!the!business,!who!is!profiting!from!it!and!whether!the!profiteers!care!about!
the! local! impact! or! the! future! of! the! communities! that! are! ‘hosts’! to! the! businesses.101! Dani!
Rodrick’s! work! discusses! community! disconnect! as! a! consequence! of! globalisation! and! how,!
contrary!to!this,!inclusive!communities!and!global!business!can!prosper.102!!
A! solution! and! a! trend! that! began! developing! in! 2016! is! a! call! for! key! stakeholders! in! global!
businesses! to!have! improved! local! representation! and!workers!on!boards.!This! thesis!heavily!
supports!the!suggestion!that!both!workers!and!community!members!are!placed!on!boards,!as!it!
is! they! who! hold! the! greatest! level! of! interest! and! benefit! in! the! future! and! success! of! the!
companies!or!enterprises.103!
We! can! see! that! the! traditional! route! for! small! community! groups! and! clubs,! in! terms! of!
remaining!unincorporated,!is!obviously!problematic!in!a!number!of!ways,!from!leaving!officers!
unprotected!against!debts!and! losses!through!to!difficulties! in!entering! into!contracts,!holding!
assets!or!raising!credit.!However,! the! issue! is!now!whether!the! introduction!of! the!new!forms!
has!removed!the!concern!over!the!cumbersome!regulations!and!the!sense!that!there!was!not!a!
suitable! business!model! for! social! enterprises.! It! is! the! aim! of! the! consolidated! legislation! to!













Three! legal! forms!have!been!designed!specifically! for! the!use!of!SEs.!This!does!not!mean! that!
other! forms! cannot! be! used,! but! these! forms! have! been! specifically! designed! to! meet! the!
following!criteria:!
1.! A! means! through! which! to! recognise! the! reasons! why! the! enterprise! has! been!
established! and! through!which! to! test! efficacy! in! the! delivery! of! that! aim,! in! order! to!
deliver!key!benefits! to! support! the! running!of! the! enterprise! and,! thereby,! the!overall!
concern! of! ‘benefit! to! the! community’.! (This! is! similar! to! the! operation! of! provisions!
concerning!the!benefits!of!charitable!status.)!
2.! A! registration! and! regulatory!mechanism! that! is! not! too! cumbersome! (for! smaller7
scale!enterprises)!and!yet!is!still!sufficiently!robust!(for!larger7scale!enterprises).!
The! first! two! legal! forms! designed! for! use! by! SEs! are! the! community! interest! company! (CIC!
hereafter),! derived! from! company! law,! and! the! community! benefit! society! (CBS! hereafter),!
derived! from! industrial! and! provident! society! law.! A! third! has! recently! been! developed,! the!
charitable! incorporated! organisation! (CIO! hereafter),! derived! from! charities! law.! Charitable!
status! can! be! an! addition! to! other! legal! forms,! available,! for! instance,! to! a! company! whose!
objectives! match! the! charitable! criterion! of! ‘public! interest’;104! however,! this! results! in!
regulation!by!two!agencies:!the!CIC!regulator!and!the!Charity!Commission.!The!introduction!of!
CIOs! has! removed! this! duality! and! placed! the! third! legal! form! under! the! regulation! of! the!
Charity!Commission.!Not!only!is!this!third!form!rather!new!and!untested,!compared!to!the!other!





form!not!designed!specifically! for! its!purpose.!This! is!especially! true! in! the!use!of! legal! forms!
traditionally!associated!with!charities,!in!which!the!charitable!concern!is!the!primary!issue!and!
the! legal! form!is!designed!to!carry!out!that!purpose,!yet!a!trust!or!company!is! the!mechanism!
used! for! the! operation.! Charities! are! concerned! with! ‘public! benefit’! and! are! clearly! closely!
associated!with!SE.!




before!moving!on! to! a! consideration!of! charities.! Examining! charities! is! important!because!of!
the!closeness!and!similarity!between!charitable!aims!and!SEs.!(
3.3 COMMUNITY INTEREST COMPANIES 
3.3.1 GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY  
A!CIC! can!be!held!by!guarantee!or! shares,! and! its! governance! can!be! found! in! the!Companies!
(Audit,!Investigations!and!Community!Enterprise)!Act!2004.!!









CIC! limited!by!guarantee!operates! its!voting!based!on!one!member,!one!vote,!and! the!owners!
can!be!classed!as!being!the!members!while!the!managing!body!makes!up!the!trustees.106!!
The! end! of! 2014! saw! the! CIC! regulator! approving! 9,871! CICs107! under! the! Companies! Act!
2006.108!CICs!are!particular! legal! forms!that!proved!to!be!an! important!asset! in! the!coalition’s!
strategy!for!supporting!and!developing!social!enterprises!–!perhaps,!in!part,!because!this!form!is!
derived!from!one!already!familiar!to!entrepreneurs!and!businessmen,!that!of!the!company.!
The! annual! report! by! the! CIC! regulator! for! the! second! quarter! of! 2014–15! reads! as! both! a!
celebration!of!success!and!a!product!branding!exercise.! It! includes!data!on!events! to!promote!
CICs!but!no!data!on!any!‘negative’!action!taken!by!the!regulator!against!a!CIC.!It!does!note!the!










number! of! dissolved! CICs;! for! example,! in! 2013/2014! and! 2015/2016109;! l,! the! regulator!
approved!2,494!new!CICs,!while!976!were!dissolved!in!the!same!period!and!11!were!converted!
to!the!newly!available!charitable!status.!!
As! CICs! are! designed! for! social! enterprises!who!wish! to! use! assets! and! profits! for! the! public!
good,! their! legal! form! is! intended! to! be! easy! to! set! up! (a! sample! copy! of! an! application! is!
attached!in!Appendix!2).!With!the!benefits!of!corporate!legal!personality,!they!carry!distinctive!
features! that!differentiate! them!from!the!usual! investor!company! in!order! to!ensure! that! they!





iv)! the! introduction! of! the! CIC! regulator,! who! has! extensive! powers! to! approve,!























CIC! are! being! carried! on! for! the! benefit! of! the! company’s! directors,! employees! or! service!

















must! also! be! a! CIC! or! equivalent;! they! will! then! continue! to! manage! and! use! the! assets! for!
community! benefit,! albeit! through! a! different! organisation.114! If! necessary,! a! transfer!may! be!
made!to!another!body!utilising!the!asset!lock!that!was!not!specified!in!the!CIC!articles,!with!the!




3.3.2 SURPLUS AND PROFIT DISTRIBUTION 









The! dividend! cap! encourages! people! to! invest! in! CICs! by! allowing! dividend! payments! to! be!





a! seat! on! the! board! as! a! paid! director,! therefore! being! able! to! influence! strategic! business!
decisions.!
A!CIC!is!not!a!charity,!yet!it!may!have!charitable!objectives!and!thus!be!granted!charitable!status!






to!the!effectiveness!of! the!CIC!regulator!to! investigate!and!ensure!that! ‘reasonable’!people!are!
reviewing!the!activities!of!others!in!their!community.!Accountability!is!‘in7house’!in!a!CIC,!due!to!
the! close! proximity! of! those! who! construct! the! enterprise,! manage! the! enterprise! and! draw!
funds!and!distribute!dividends.!!
3.4 COMMUNITY BENEFIT SOCIETIES 
3.4.1 GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY  
Following!amendments!and! the!consolidating! legislative! reform,! ‘community!benefit! societies’!
were!finally!brought!into!full!fruition!in!the!Co7operative!and!Community!Benefit!Societies!Act!
2014.! The! Act! introduced! a! split! between! member! group! ventures! and! non7member! group!
ventures,! deciding! on! those! that! were! cooperative! societies! and! those! that! were! community!
benefit! societies.! The! history! that! forms! the! background! to! their! development! can! be! traced!
back!to!early!nineteenth7century!legislation!concerned!with!establishing!IPSs.116!This!legislation!
was! focused! on! enabling! and! regulating! the! establishment! of! membership! groups! into!
recognised! cooperative! and! mutual! enterprises.! These! were! enterprise! ventures,! in! which!












The! owners! of! a! CBS,! under! the! 2014! Act,! can! be! classed! as! being! the! members,! with! the!
managing!body!being!the!directors.!The!members!vote!using!Model!Rules!12th!Edition,118!and!
all! governance!documents! are! permitted! articles! and! constitutions.! For! a! cooperative! society,!







member7based! cooperatives.! For! instance,! the! Prevention! of! Fraud! (Investment)! Act! 1939(
restricted!the!types!of!organisations!that!could!register!under!the!IPS!formula!to!‘bona!fide!co7
operatives! and! community!benefit! societies’.120! It! recognised!and!allowed! for! the! existence!of!
‘societies!for!improving!the!conditions!and!social!well7being!of!members!of!the!working!classes!
and! societies! for! the! benefit! of! the! community! generally’,121! rather! than! for! the! benefit! of!
members.!!
The! Co7operative! and! Community! Benefit! Societies! Act! 2003! first! introduced! the! form! of! the!
BenCom,! now! associated! with! the! CBS,! along! with! the! Companies! (Audit,! Investigations! and!
Community! Enterprise)! Act! 2004.! The! Community! Benefit! Societies! Regulations! 2006!
introduced!the!facility!of!an!asset!lock,!which!could!be!used!by!CBSs.!However,!member7based!
societies!and!community7based!societies!remain!rather!too!closely!entwined!together!to!make!it!
easy! for! outsiders! to! understand! their! differences,! despite! significant! reforms,! consolidating!














abolished! the! Financial! Services! Authority! and! divided! its! functions! between! the! Financial!
Conduct!Authority!(FCA!hereafter),!which!would!carry!the!responsibilities!for!the!registration!of!
mutual! societies!and! the!regulation!of!markets,!and! the!Prudential!Regulation!Authority! (PRA!
hereafter),!which!would! henceforth! regulate! organisations! engaged! in! banking! and! insurance!
(for! example,! credit! unions,! building! societies! and! friendly! societies).!What! developed!was! a!
clear! separation! between! businesses! in! the! financial! sector! and! others.! Further,! substantive!
legislative! amendments! and! statutory! instruments! across! the! sector! were! seen! in! the! Co7
operative!and!Community!Benefit!Society!Act!2014((CCBSA!hereafter),!which!consolidated!and!
amended! all! of! the! earlier! IPS! Acts.! The! existing! legislation! on! IPSs! is! still! applicable! to! any!
legacy!organisations;!however,!new!societies!must!now!register!under!the!CCBSA!2014,!which!
constructs! two!very!different! legal! forms!for! two!very!different!circumstances.!The! first! is! the!
membership7based!‘bona!fide!co7operative!society’!and!the!second!refers!to!those!societies!that!
operate!‘for!the!benefit!of!the!community’.!!
3.4.2 SURPLUS AND PROFIT DISTRIBUTION  
A! cooperative! society! must! follow! the! Co7operative! Principles,! which! strictly! limit! returns,!
capital! and! share! capital;! the! rules! state! that! these! are! limited! and! should! be! low.! Their!
regulator,!the!FCA,!insists!on!this!appearing!in!their!rules!on!registration.!!
A! CBS! must! not! permit! either! profits! or! any! of! the! society’s! assets! to! be! distributed! to! its!
members.! This! is! enforced! by! the! FCA,! who! insist! on! it! appearing! on! the! mutual! societies!
application!form!when!the!company!is!set!up.!!
As!with! a! CIC,! a! CBS!might!well! achieve! charitable! status! and!be! subject! to! regulation!by! the!
Charity!Commissioners.!!
3.5 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO FORMS 
From!a!distance!(as!observed!from!the!field!research!conducted!in!the!case!studies!within!this!




also! underscore! some! fundamental! differences! between! the! two! forms.! Most! obviously,! CICs!
have! an! automatic! asset! lock,! whereas! CBSs! can! choose! whether! to! use! one! or! not! –! on!
reflection,! this!might!suggest!that!there! is!more!need!for!protection!in!CICs!than!in!CBSs.!CICs!
require!a! ‘community!interest’!test!to!be!met!in!order!to!be!registered,!whereas!a!CBS’s!test!is!






Two! of! the! major! features! that! mark! the! differences! between! the! two! forms! are,! firstly,! the!
ability!to!pay!and!to!distribute!profits!among!directors,!which!is!seen!as!a!motivator!to!directly!
encourage!social!entrepreneurship!–!despite!restrictions!applying!to! the!overall!percentage!of!
profits! distributed122! –! and,! secondly,! the! use! of! the! asset! lock.! It! is! therefore! possible! to!




between! ‘public! interest’! test,! ‘community! interest’! test! and! ‘community! benefit’! test.! The!
branding!of! the! legal! forms!used!by!social!enterprises!must!be! identifiable!by!all!stakeholders!

















3.6 CHARITABLE STATUS 
Under!section!2!of!the!Charities!Act!2006!(and!subsequently!the!Charities!Act!2011),!a!charity!is!





Statistics! for! the!period! leading!up! to! June!2014! show!a! total! of!163,709! registered! charities,!
with!a!gross!income!of!£63.4!billion.123!!
It! is! possible! to! be! registered! as! a! charity! using! a! number! of! legal! forms:! unincorporated!
associations,!trusts,!companies!limited!by!shares!or!guarantee,!CICs,!CBSs!or!bodies!established!
by!Royal!Charter!or!as!a!statutory!corporation.!However,!many!of!these!forms!of!incorporation!
require! that! the! SE! is! subject! to! the! relevant! regulatory! body.! Therefore,! when! applying! for!
charitable!status,!they!become!subject!to!two!regulatory!bodies.!
The!Charities!Act!2011!(ChA!2011,!hereafter)!introduced!a!new!form!for!SEs:!a!charity!can!now!




of! additional! compliance! resulted! in! the!possibility! of! it! becoming! a! dual! registration! system,!
thereby! reproducing! the! existing! problem.! As! John! Low,! Chief! Executive! of! the! Charities! Aid!
Foundation!put!it,!somewhat!bluntly:!‘We’ve!got!ourselves!into!a!terrible!muddle.!Charities!with!
dual!registration!are!regulated!by!charity!law!and!company!law.!The!two!are!not!compatible.’125(
However,! this! hurdle! has! now! been! overcome,! with! the! result! that! CIOs! are! only! subject! to!
charities!regulation.!They!were!finally!introduced!in!late!2013,!and!it!is!currently!too!soon!to!say!
whether!they!will!prove!to!be!either!popular!or!successful.!!









3.7 COMBINING LEGAL FORMS AND STATUTES 
The! emergence! of! legislation! related! to! legal! forms! has! led! to! combinations! of! forms! being!
adopted! –! for! instance,! combinations! of! a! number! of! legal! forms!within! one! enterprise,! or! a!
registration!of!a!particular!legal!form!within!a!particular!‘status’.!As!an!example,!many!SEs!will!




It! is!unclear!how!far!being!subject!to!the! ‘public!benefit’! test!may!or!may!not!hinder!the!more!
flexible!approach!of!SEs!using!the!‘community!benefit’!test.!Over!the!years,!a!jurisprudence!has!




Other! than! charitable! status,! the! other! frequent! combination! employed! by! SEs! is! the! use! of!
trusts!within!a!combined!SE!model!–!for!instance,!along!with!CBS.!This!has!been!used,!generally,!
to! protect! assets! through! a! form! analogous! to! an! asset! lock.! However,! with! the! recent!
introduction! of! the! compulsory! use! of! asset! locks! for! CICs! and! the! potential! to! use! them! for!
CBSs,!the!use!of!the!trust!for!these!purposes!may!cease!to!be!relevant.!!
What! lies!behind! the! legislative! amendments! is! the!desire! to! encourage! social! enterprise! and!
build! social! capital.! Three! key! legal! forms! have! been! innovated! in! order! to! encourage! the!
growth!of!SEs,!addressing!(directly!or!indirectly,!primarily!or!as!part!of!a!broader!package)!the!
delivery! of! ‘benefit! to! the! community’! through! enterprise.! The!UK!Consumer!Research,! Focus!
Groups! &! Sensory! Profiling! noted! that! there! are! four! key! profiles! for! social! entrepreneurs:!
activists,!change!agents,!market!pioneers!and!market!influencers.126!What!is!becoming!evident!












3.8 A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE CASE STUDIES 
The! case! studies! are! all! drawn! from! Kent! and! are! used! to! explore! the! use! of! legal! forms! to!
deliver! community! benefit.! In! all! cases,! fieldwork! was! undertaken! in! order! to! gain! a! better!




when! a! community! asset! is! perceived! as! being! at! risk.! Here,! the! community! endeavoured! to!
protect!the!most!significant!local!economic!asset!for!community!benefit.!Dover!Port!is!a! ‘Trust!




and! examine! the! design! of! a! complex! legal! device! (a! combination! of! forms)! for! holding! and!
managing!the!port! for! local!benefit.!The!outcome!was!the!defeat!of! the!plans!for!privatisation,!
but!it!was!not!a!simple!victory!for!the!People’s!Port!either.!!
The! second!case! study! focuses!on! the! role!assigned! to! the!Dover!Harbour!Board! in!becoming!
more!proactively!concerned!with!delivering!‘community!benefit’.!!
The! people! of! Dover! were! only! partially! victorious,! due! to! there! not! being! a! formal! legal!
structure! or! practical! guidelines! on! how! to! ensure! ‘enduring! community! participation’;! what!
emerged!was!the!ability!to!have!community!participation!through!representation,!by!way!of!a!
community! director! on! the! mainly! company7represented! operating! board.! Full! victory! now!
needs!to!evolve!through!provisions!that!measure!community!participation.!!
Leas!Lift,!Folkestone!(Case!Study!Three)!
The!Leas! Lift! in! Folkestone! is! not! a! direct! economic! contributor! to! the! town;! however,! it! has!
offered! an! indirect! benefit! to! the! local! economy! by! contributing! to! tourism.! Designed! as! a!
transport!link!between!the!upper!town!and!the!lower,!it!offers!the!experience!of!being!carried!
up!and!down! the! cliffs!with!good!views!of! the! coast.! It! has! therefore!become!a! locally! valued!
‘site’!in!its!own!right.!This!heirloom!has!failed!to!be!commercially!viable,!and!the!operation!has!








The! starting! points! for! the! case! studies! are! different,! but! what! they! have! in! common! is! the!
energy! found! from! within! their! communities! to! protect! and! utilise! assets! that! have! been!
identified! as! vital,! and! therefore! recognised! as! community! interests! that! provide! community!
benefit.! In! both! Dover! and! Folkestone,! these! assets! were! understood! as! essential! in! driving!
social! renewal.! Both! are! examples! of! social! enterprises! that! use! social! capital! to! secure! local!
interests.! However,! both! case! studies! also! highlight! the! numerous! difficulties! incurred! in!
attempting! to! build! sustainable! social! capital! and! deliver! ‘community! benefit’! to! protect!
community!interests.!!
Firstly,! the!lack!of!differentiation!detracts!social!capital!and!vital! funding!from!enterprise.!The!





may! use! these! models!to! their! advantage,! thereby! exposing! and! risking! community! assets,!
community!interest/benefit,!public!benefit!and,!therefore,!social!reform.!Therefore,!the!need!for!
additional! guidance! to!both! rules!1!and!4! (as!discussed!previously)!would!provide! the!much7
required!essential!expertise.!!
What! becomes! evident! is! the! need! for! community! participation! through! representation,!
structurally!placed!within!a!legal!form.!Legal!forms!that!aspire!to!delivering!community!interest!
and/or!community!benefit!can!address!the!disconnections!within!communities!–!disconnections!
between! the! ‘haves’! and! the! ‘have7nots’.! There! is! further! value! to! be! achieved! if! this! is!









give! us! an! excellent! opportunity! to! see! exactly! how! communities! can! be! considered! in! large7
scale! enterprises.! The! port! was! due! to! follow! the! same! route! that!many! other! UK! ports! had!
followed,!from!being!a!statutory!body!to!full!privatisation.!However,!due!to!a!number!of!factors,!
which! will! be! discussed! in! the! following! chapters,! an! essential! element! that! prevented!
privatisation!was!a!clause!in!the!originating!trust!document.!However,!the!practical!application!
needed! modernisation! in! order! to! secure! the! port! and,! thereby,! community! interest! and!
community!benefit.!!
! !




CHAPTER !4: DOVER PEOPLEÕS PORT: SEEKING MUTUALITY !
!
4.1 ORIGINS OF THE PORT AUTHORITY 
Dover! is!one!of! the!Cinque!Ports.!The!precise!origin!of! the!Confederation!of!Cinque!Ports!has!
been! the! subject! of! contention.! Some! have! claimed! that! the! organisation! was! originally!
established! by! a! long7lost! royal! charter! dating! from! before! the! Norman! Conquest! in! 1066;!
however,! opposing! views! suggest! that! it! did! not! come! into! existence! until! a! royal! charter! in!
1260.129!!!!
The! formation! of! Dover! Harbour! Board,! as! it! is! known! today,! can! be! traced! back! to! a! royal!
charter!granted!by!James!I!in!1606!for!the!establishment!of!a!port!authority!separate!from!the!
authority!of! the! town.!The!structure!put! in!place!was!one!similar! to! the!structure!used! for!all!
Cinque!Ports:!a!Lord!Warden!and!a!‘board’,!who!then!held!responsibility!for!the!administration,!
maintenance!and!improvement!of!the!harbour.!
Two! factors!are!noticeable! from! this!very!brief!history!of! the!process! through!which! the!port!
authority!was!established:!
i) An! early! jurisdictional! division! between! port! and! town! is! evident,! despite! the!
close,!symbiotic!economic!and!social!relationships!between!the!two.130!
ii) The! construction! of! the! port! authority! through! royal! charter! was! a! form! of!
incorporation! into! a! ‘public’! asset.! In! later! years,! such! forms! of! incorporation!
became! known! and! thought! of! as! ‘statutory! public! corporations’! and! were!
placed,!albeit!as! independent!bodies,!under! the!protection!and!guidance!of! the!
government!under!whose!authority!they!had!been!established.!Thus!any!form!of!
accountability! by! the! corporation! was! focused! on! national! rather! than! local!
government.131!
What! is! witnessed! here! is! the! early! onset! of! separating! the! port,! as! an! asset,! from! the!
community! –! a! separation! from! local! control! to! national! control.! Yet! it! is! a! quasi7public!
corporation!with!no!local!representation.!







The!particular! genealogy! for!ports! incorporated!under! royal! charter!was! that! they!eventually!







The! running! of! trust! ports! is! now! framed! by! two! pieces! of! legislation,! the! first! of! which! is!
detailed!below:132!
An! Act! to! establish! a! National! Ports! Council! to! provide! for! the! control! of! harbour!
development! and! for! giving! financial! assistance! for! the! improvement! of! harbours;! to!
make! other! provision! respecting! the! construction,! improvement,! maintenance! and!
management!of!harbours;!to!make!provision!with!respect!to!charges!of!certain!harbour!










and! subsidiaries! to! aid! in! the! running! of! the! port.! This! request! and! the! subsequent! revision!
order!demonstrate! some!of! the!problems!with! the! trust!port!model,!not! so!much! in!everyday!
operations!but!more!in!terms!of!planning!for!modernisation!projects!and!expansion.!Although!
the!revision!order!extended!the!previous!constraints!on!borrowing,!it!did!so!cautiously!and!did!
not! meet! the! Board’s! full! request! for! the! powers! to! raise! financial! investment! to! fund! an!











and! change! their! remit! –! this! incurs! expenses! and! time! delays! and! creates!
uncertainty,!as!they!have!to!rely!on!governmental!agendas!and!priorities.!
iii) the! tendency! for! central! government! to! be! cautious,! thereby! leaving! harbour!
boards! with! no! alternatives! –! this! may! affect! ongoing! development! and!
maintenance,!due! to!an! inability! to! raise! the!monies! required!or! to!pursue! the!
operationally! planned! programmes.! Again,! the! government! of! the! day! has! the!
final!say,!and!this!is!seen!as!restrictive!in!a!competitive!business!environment.!





It! is! perhaps! no! surprise! that,! in! the! 1980s,! as! part! of! an! expansive! programme! for! the!
privatisation!of!publically!held!assets,!ports!should!come!to!be!considered!as!examples!of!assets!
and! businesses! that! would! benefit! from! privatisation.! Certainly,! many! harbour! boards!
welcomed!the!potential!of!privatisation.!The!possibility!of!privatising!a!port,!especially!through!
the! schemes! for! privatisation! put! forward! by! individual! harbour! boards,! was! framed! by! the!
second!piece!of!crucial!legislation,!the!Ports!Act!1991.!This!sets!out!the!present!framework!for!
the! organisation! and! governance! of! ‘trust! ports’,! under!which! the! relevant! Secretary! of! State!
appoints!the!Chairman!and!four!board!members.!There!are!then!two!ex!officio!members!and!an!
eighth!board!member,!who!is!appointed!by!the!other!seven!members.!!
Crucially,! the! Act! allows! for! the! privatisation! of! trust! ports,! and! details! the! procedures! to! be!
undertaken!for!the!development!of!a!scheme!for!privatisation!by!the!harbour!board.!
                                                
133!For!the!DHB’s!full!request,!see!Dover!Harbour!Revision!Order!No.!2167!Part!6.!
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published! in! 2000,! outlined! both! policy! and! process! in! greater! detail.! As! particulars! for! the!
process!of!privatisation!were!fleshed!out,!and!some!concerns!were!expressed!over!the!impact!of!
privatisation! during! the! process,! government! documents! began! to! address! the! process! not!
merely!as!one!of!economic!consideration,!with!regard!to!the!economic!viability!of!the!business,!
but! also! as! one! of! social! concerns,! in! terms! of! both! labour! and! the! socio7economic!





Both! local! authorities! and! the! trust! sector! have! a! broad! community! focus.! Both! have!
interests! in! the! regeneration! and! growth! of! the! local! economy,! integrated! transport,!
sustainable! distribution! and! the! environment.! Given! Government’s! views! on! the! role!
and!responsibilities!of! trust!ports!and! the! fact! that!both! they!and! local!authorities!are!
statutory!bodies!whose!powers!overlap,!especially! in! the!planning! field,! there! is!scope!










terms! of! the! employment! of! local! people! (along!with! their! ability! to! then! put!
money! into! local! circulation).! However,! it! is! not! only! immediate! employment!
that! benefits;! it! is! also! the! training! of! local! people! in! skilled! employment!
(through! apprenticeships),! as!well! as! the! secondary! jobs! that! the!port! attracts!
into!the!area!(for!example,!in!relation!to!customs!and!immigration).!!

















the! continued! development! of! an! open! and! accountable! relationship! between! all! ports,! their!
users!and!local!communities’.136!






Balancing! commercial! interests! with! the! aspiration! of! fostering! an! ‘open! and! accountable!
relationship’! between! ports! and! their! local! communities! lies! at! the! heart! of! the! Dover! case!
study.!!
4.3 CONFLICTING INTERESTS 
The!concerns! for! the!Dover!Harbour!Board!(DHB!hereafter)!over! the!past!20!years!have!been!
focused!on! finding! the! economic! resources! to!develop! the!material! infrastructure!of! the!port.!
Changes! in! the!ways! in!which! the!harbour!has!been!used!have!resulted! in! the!need! for!major!
structural!changes!to!the!docks.!For!example,! in!2012,!a!request!was!made!to!the!Secretary!of!
State! (under! the! Harbour! Act! 1964,! Chapter! 40)! for! an! Order! (No.! 146)! allowing! a! revision!
order! to! support! a! scheme! for! the! sourcing! of! finance! for! the! redevelopment! of! the!Western!
Docks!(Terminal!2).!The!crucial!need,!from!the!point!of!view!of!the!DHB,!has!been!to!enable!it!to!
raise! capital! for! such!work,!and!a!principal! concern!has!been! their! inability! to! raise! sufficient!
capital!through!these!routes.!
Within! this!context,! it! is!not!surprising! that! the!DHB!would!be!actively!considering! taking! the!
route!to!privatisation! in!order!to!be!able!to!access! funding! for!crucial!(in!their!view)!work,!as!
well!as!having!the!freedom!to!determine!their!business!plans!without!having!to!keep!returning!
to! apply! for! orders! to! allow! them! to! pursue! their! business! strategies.! By! 2009,! the!DHB! had!
made! it! clear! to! all! concerned! that! their! intention! was! to! make! an! application! for! the!
privatisation!of!the!Port!under!the!Ports!Act!1991.!
An!alternative!method!of!attempting!to!raise!monies!has!been!through!revenue!from!the!use!of!
the! harbour.! However,! attempts! to! increase! harbour! fees! have! resulted! in! bringing! together!
stakeholders!who!are!otherwise!fierce!competitors.!In!2011,!P&O!Ferries,!SeaFrance!and!DFDS!
Seaways!joined!forces!to!ask!the!Transport!Secretary!(under!S.31!of!the!Harbours!Act!1964)!to!
rule! that! the! increased! fees! imposed! by! the! DHB! were! unreasonable.! Lloyd! Rodgers,! the!
inspector!holding!the!subsequent! inquiry,!was!told! that! the!charges!amounted!to!more!than!a!










safeguarded! and! handed! on! to! succeeding! generations.! Far! from! passing! on! that!
heirloom,!the!board!will!be!selling!the!family!silver.138!!
Clearly,! some! of! the! stakeholders! (namely! the! ferry! companies! using! the! port)! were! not!
necessarily!happy!with!proposals!for!privatisation.!What!about!the!local!community?!
There! is! no! doubt! that! the! local! community! did! feel! dependent! upon! the! DHB! for! the! local!
economy,!and! they!also! felt! isolated! from!the!DHB.!No! local! representation!had!any! impact!at!
board!level!(expect,!perhaps,!via! local!trade!unions),!and!there!had!been!a!significant!sense! in!










into! the! regeneration! of! a! community! that! was! already! devastated! by! severe! local! economic!
decline!and!was!sorely!in!need!of!investment.140!!





4.4 PLANS FOR PRIVATISATION 
In!2009,! the!DHB!submitted!a!bid! for! a!buyout! scheme! to! the!Secretary!of! State.! In! a!written!
ministerial! statement! on! 25! January! 2010,! the! Secretary! of! State! indicated! that! the! scheme!












The! local! community! did! not! take! the! announcement! of! privatisation! as! one! that! they!would!
simply!accept.!The!trade!unions!would!have!been!expected!to!be!concerned!about!any!plan!to!








Trust’.! For! the! initiators! of! this! approach,! this! alternative! offered! two! aspects! that! were!
important! in! speaking! both! to! and! for! local! concerns.! Firstly,! it! addressed! the! needs! and!





People’s! Port! Trust! devised! in! support! of! their! campaign!was! ‘Keeping! the!Nation’s! Gateway!
forever!England’.142!!
Combining!national!pride!with!local!concerns!was!a!strong!formula,!and!the!campaign!received!
support,! particularly! for! the! local! interest! aspect,! through! a! key! political! development! –! the!
adoption,! by! the! Conservative! party! and! then! the! coalition! government,! of! the! ‘Big! Society’!
agenda.143!
Timing!is!always!critical,!and!never!more!so!than!here.!Party!political!campaigning!leading!up!to!
the! general! election! in! 2010! delivered! the! ‘Big! Society’! theme,! which! became! music! for! the!
People’s!Port!aspirations.!Local!campaigners! found!that! they!had! the!support!of!a!young! local!




candidate! for! Parliament,!who! also! understood! the! potential! of!what!was! at! stake.! If! the! Big!
Society!political!fanfare!could!really!empower!and!change!local!politics,!then!the!community!felt!
strengthened! by! the! election! of! Charlie! Elphicke! as! Conservative! Member! of! Parliament! for!
Dover! and! Deal.! He! had! been! able! to! link! together! the! People’s! Port! campaign! with! the! Big!





…! the! current! transfer! scheme! promoted! by! the! previous! Government! and! the! Dover!








by! the! previous! government! in! January! of! the! same! year,! be! reviewed! by! the! newly! elected!
government!officials.!He!went!further!in!arguing!that!not!allowing!‘this!representation!would!be!
to!fail!to!take!all!relevant!views!into!account!and!thereby!do!harm’.145!!
Essentially,! he! was! calling! for! a! review! of! the! decision! made! by! the! previous! government,!
providing!reasons!for!why!the!decision!should!be!reopened!and!readdressed.!He!gave!reasons!
for! challenging! the! scheme,! based! on! a! close! reading! of! the! DHB! business! plan,! which! he!
described! as! being! a! good! economic!plan.! Crucially,! he! then! added! reasons! for!why! the! issue!
needed! to!be!addressed!by! the!newly!elected!government,!based!on!criteria! that!were!drawn!
from! the! Big! Society! approach.! These! included! the! need! to! take! into! account! the! strength! of!
opposition! to! the! DHB! plan! locally,146! including! the! local! community’s! concerns! that! the!
Medway!Ports!scenario!should!not!be!repeated,!and!that!little!provision!had!been!made!under!







the! DHB! plan! for! community! benefit! –! distributing! any! profits! for! local! community! use,! for!
example.!
Elphicke!then!used!Appendix!B!attached!to!the!letter!to!argue!in!more!detail!that,!following!the!





developing! an! alternative! approach!based!on! a!model! of! community! ownership!not! vested! in!
local!authority!control.!In!this,!he!was!drawing!from!the!outline!developed!by!the!People’s!Port!









The!People’s! Port! group!had!begun! to! realise! that! a!mutual!model!would!not! be! sufficient! to!
protect! the! Port’s! assets! for! the! people! of! Dover;! it! would! not! really! deliver! community!

















benefit! of! revenue!advantages! –! this! legal! form! is!well! understood! in! the! financial! sector! and!
would!therefore!allow!for!finances!to!be!raised!against!the!port.!It!would!place!the!trust!under!
the! regulation! of! the! Charity! Commission,! but! this!might! enhance! confidence! in! the! trust,! its!
governance! and! the! role! of! its! trustees.! The! trust! would,! of! course,! need! to! keep! the!
Commissioners!appraised!as!to!how!it!was!meeting!the!criteria!of!public!benefit!(actually!local!





single! interest! holding! a! majority,! thereby! building! a! wider! consensus! in! the! making! of!
decisions.!Further,!all!board!meetings!would!be!held!in!public.!Elphicke!recognised!that!such!a!
structure! would! have! to! command! the! support! of! the! business! community! in! order! to! be!
economically! viable! and! to! improve! the! chances! for! the! necessary! levels! of! long7term!




Situating! Elphicke’s! intervention! politically! is! to! recognise! the! context! of! the! newly! formed!
coalition!government.!The!government!had!pledged!to!implement!the!Big!Society!initiatives!that!
had!been!at! the!heart!of! the!election!campaign!of! the!major!players.!Thus!the!events! in!Dover!
could!be!positioned!as!exemplifying!what! the!new!government!stood! for.!However,!Elphicke’s!
intervention! also! demonstrates! how! difficult! it! was! to! actually! translate! some! of! these!
aspirations!into!material!forms!for!use.!The!Dover!case!clearly!appealed!to!Elphicke!politically,!
in! that! it! consolidated! his! local! reputation,! as! well! as! giving! a! newly! elected! member! of!
government!a!national!and!government!profile!very!quickly,!but!it!was!also!a!very!difficult!case!
to! mount! in! terms! of! developing! a! legal! form! that! would! deliver! the! twin! imperatives! of!
economic!and!social!sustainability.!!
Elphicke! faced! exactly! the! same! problem! as! the! campaigners! running! the! ‘People’s! Port’!
initiative:!how! to!get!beyond! the!obvious!appeal!of! the!case!and!develop!a!plan! that! could!be!
implemented.! There! is! no! doubt! that! the! government! took! Elphicke’s! intervention! very!













3.! The! recognition! of! the! need! to! secure! funding! to! invest! in! the! Port,! thereby!





whom! the! property! is! held’;! this! way! of! thinking! aligns! with! a! trust! model,! particularly! a!
charitable! trust!model.! This! then!needs! to!be!balanced! against! the! economic! requirements! to!
make!the!business!viable!(the!next!two!objectives).!
At! this! point,! we! can! compare! the! design! of! the! DHB! bid! for! ‘full’! privatisation! with! the!
alternative! design! for! ‘community! ownership’! developed! by! the! People’s! Port,! as! a! scheme!
called!the!‘Dover!People’s!Port!Trust!Ltd’!(DPPTL!hereafter).!
4.5 CRITICAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TWO DESIGNS 
Very!simply,!under!the!DHB!bid,!the!Port!assets!would!be!transferred,!in!their!entirety,!to!a!new!
operating! company! (OpCo),! operating! on! behalf! of! investors! (shareholders).! However,! in! the!
DPPTL! scheme,! the! assets!would! be! transferred! into! a! trust,! which!would! hold! them! for! the!
benefit!of!the!community!and!in!terms!that!would!recognise!and!empower!all!stakeholders.!






The! DHB! scheme! would! operate! as! a! company! under! the! Companies! Act! 2006.! It! would,! as!
described! in! earlier! chapters,! operate! in! the! interest! of! the! company! with! the! freedom! to!
establish!a!constitution!and!articles! that!would! focus!on! the!development!of! the!enterprise! in!
economic! terms.! The! structure! and! aims! of! the! company! might! well! refer! to! –! and! make!
provision! for! –! community! participation! and! representation,! with! aspirations! of! intended!
community! benefit! and! interest,! but! these! would! not! be! central! features! of! the!
enterprise/company.!Further,!any!economic!concerns!would!argue!that!nothing!must!be!done!
that! might! restrict! the! Port’s! economic! viability,! including! its! attractiveness! to! potential!
investors! (i.e.,! profit),! and! the! ability! to! sell! assets! or! use! them! as! security! would! be!
unrestricted.!!
In! contrast,! to! achieve! community! benefit! for! such! an! enterprise,! the!model! needs! to! protect!
assets!and!ensure! levels!of!community!benefit,!but!also!allow!for!the!economic!viability!of!the!
enterprise.! The! DPPTL! chose! a! combined! model,! layering! together! a! trust! and! an! operating!









‘public! benefit’,! with! trustees! representing! and! protecting! the! community! interest,! combined!
with!a!company!model!that!allows!for!financial!profiling!and!investment.!At!its!foundations,!the!
trust!could!protect!the!community!interest!whilst!allowing!the!company!to!deliver!the!economic!
imperative! through! a! sustainable! business! plan.! Of! course,! this! would! necessarily! result! in!
having! to! be! subject! to! two! statutory! and! regulatory! regimes! –! charitable! trusts! law! and!
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Under! this! scheme,! the!voice!of! the! community!would!be!minimal.!The!direct! consequence!of!
this!model!is!that!it!transports!the!asset!into!the!company,!which!then!controls!the!agenda!and!
business!objectives.!Any! community! interest! is! limited! to! receipts! from! the! charity.!However,!
the! structure! renders! any! income! from! the! charitable! fund! as! vulnerable,! and! has! no!
requirement! to!address! the!ongoing! socio7economic! concerns!of! the! community.!The! trustees!
will!have!some!access!to!company!meetings,!as!shareholders,!but!the!connection!between!being!
allocated! a! share! and! having! some! control! within! the! company! framework! must! be!
distinguished.!There!is!little!control,!other!than!the!use!of!a!vote!at!annual!meetings!–!and!that!is!
greatly!dependent!not!only!on!who!holds!the!votes!but!also!on!how!much!information!is!made!




the! minor! option! to! remove! a! director! under! the! Companies! Act! 2006! S.168.! This! is! not! a!
positive!or!purposive!option,!but!mainly!a! retrospective! tactic;! the! reality! is! a!purely! ‘passive!
ownership! via! shares’.155! The! ESOT! may! have! a! slightly! increased! moral! and! political!
entitlement!to!‘rights’,!as!they!are!also!employees!and!would!have!the!support!of!trade!unions.!
But! this! is!simply!a!pressure!to!be!considered!rather!than!a! legally!binding! ‘right’! to!be!heard!
and! listened! to! (unless! such! provisions! are! made! in! the! articles! and! constitution! –! which! is!
unlikely).!
It! seems,! then,! that! the!Port! of!Dover!OpCo!would!have! the! ‘freedom’! to! conduct! its! business!
without!any!legal!obligation!to!listen!to!its!shareholders,!let!alone!to!the!people!of!Dover,!as!they!





through! the! appointment! of! trustees! and! by! reference! to! the! Charity! Commission.! However,!











! ! ! !
!!!!!!!!!!The!DPPTL!charitable!trust!would!then!invest!in!a!share!capital!company!
.!!
! ! ! ! ! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!The!DPPTL!combined!model!trustees:!









The TrustÕ would own the assets 
and share capital and, thereby, the 
OpCo: Board Trustees 
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The!model!proposed!by!the!People’s!Port! is!one! in!which,!on! incorporation,! the!DPPTL!would!
receive!the!Port’s!assets!into!a!trust,!securing!the!‘Nation’s!Port’!by!the!people!of!Dover,!for(the!
people!of!Dover,!on!behalf!of!the!nation.!This!places!the!Port!in!the!custodianship!of!the!trustees.!
The! share! capital! model! for! the! company,! on! the! other! hand,! is! one! designed! to! secure! the!
equity! and! the! assets! within! the! core! of! the! company.! Investors! (members)! would! invest! in!
shares!at!a!nominal!value!–!their!face!value!in!return!for!a!bond.!The!bond!could!then!be!traded!
on!a!secondary!market!and!be!subject! to! fluctuating! interest!rates.! If! interest!rates!are!higher!
than! the! bond’s! coupon! rate,! then! the! bond! is! sold! at! a! discount! (below! par).! Conversely,! if!
interest!rates!are!lower!than!the!bond’s!coupon!rate,!then!the!bond!is!sold!at!a!premium!(above!
par).!This!process!of!capital!investment!through!loans!from!investors!–!via!issuing!shares!at!par!
value,! in!which!bonds!can!be!retained!and!the! full!amount!of! the! loan!repaid,!returned!on!the!
maturity! of! the! bond! certificate! or! traded!within! the! period! –! allows! for! investment!without!
losing!control!over!the!ownership!of!the!Port.!It!draws!from!share!capital!models!developed!by!
cooperatives! and! similar! not7for7profit! organisations! (IPSs),! and! is! registered! and! regulated!
(now)!by!the!Financial!Services!Regulator.!!
The!model!above!allows!for!both!investment!and!trading,!and!it!might!be!appealing!to!investors.!
The!DHB!model!requires!majority!share!ownership! for! full! control!and,!even! then,! it! could!be!
subject! to! a! hostile! takeover! by,! for! example,! venture! capitalists.! The!DPPTL!model! does! not!
require! this.! Therefore,! long7term! loan! returns! could! be! seen! as! a! low! risk,! and! this,! coupled!
with!profitability!to!date,!could!make!it!an!attractive!investment.!






models,! would! require! efficient! resourcing! and! management! in! order! to! ensure! that! wider!
industry!strategies!are!developed!successfully!to!guarantee!ongoing!port!profitability.!!
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DHB.!Before! turning! to! this,! the!case!study! focusing!on!the!People’s!Port!plan! is!evaluated! for!
mutuality.!
4.6 EVALUATION OF THE CASE STUDY 
It!is!clear!that!the!model!devised!by!the!People’s!Port!was!radical!–!particularly!for!the!running!













newly! established! agenda! can! go! and! the! consideration! of! the! effectiveness! of! legal! forms!
concerned!with!delivering!community!benefit!are!for!the!next!case!study!in!Chapter!5,!where!we!
see!these!held!as!not!just!important,!but!essential.!
Meanwhile,! it!should!be!noted!that! the!social!capital!raised! in!this!case!study!was! limited!to!a!
small! number! of! local! activists.! There!was! very! little! local! evidence! of! active! support! for! the!
People’s!Port!or! their!plan,!despite! the!positive!referendum.!The!experience!does!not!seem!to!
have!built!up!much!social!capital!for!Dover!in!terms!of!building!community!integration!with!the!














CHAPTER !5:!DOVER HARBOUR BOARD Ð STEWARDS OF COMMUNITY 
BENEFIT? !
!
5.1 A GOVERNMENT DECISION 
Following! the!activities!of!Dover!People’s!Port,! as!discussed! in!Chapter!4,! and!Dover!Harbour!
Board’s!counter7bid!towards!privatisation,!a!final!decision!on!the!Port’s!future!was!made!by!the!
Department!of!Trade,!on!behalf!of!the!government,!on!20!December!2012.!!







Leaving!aside,! for! the!present,! the!reference!to!second!grounds! for!refusal!(financial!reasons),!
the! importance! at! this! point! is! to! focus! on! the! first! grounds:! ‘a! sufficient! level! of! enduring!
community!participation’.!!
MTP158!(1989)!sections!18–20!recognised!that!the!trust!port!authorities!have!a!responsibility!to!
‘strike!a!balance! that! fully!respects! the! interests!of!all! the!stakeholders,!not! just!one!group,! in!
the! light! of! the! objectives! of! the! [port]! trust! and!what! constitutes! the! “common! good”! for! all!
stakeholders! (current! and! future)! and! the! [port]! trust! itself’.( The! second! edition! of! this!
document!was!supplemented!by!a!specific!reference!to!the!relationship!between!trust!ports!and!
local!authorities.!Section!121!states:!
Both! local! authorities! and! the! trust! sector! have! a! broad! community! focus.! Both! have!
interests! in! the! regeneration! and! growth! of! the! local! economy,! integrated! transport,!
sustainable! distribution! and! the! environment.! Given! Government’s! views! on! the! role!









and!responsibilities!of! trust!ports!and! the! fact! that!both! they!and! local!authorities!are!
statutory!bodies!whose!powers!overlap,!especially! in! the!planning! field,! there! is!scope!
for! a! new,! productive! partnership! to! be! forged! between! the! trusts! and! their! local!
authorities.159!
However,!these!references!would!not,!of!themselves,!provide!a!sufficient!reason!for!focusing!on!
any! aspect! of! community! interest! or! benefit! as! part! of! the! evaluation! of! a! scheme! for!
privatisation.! It! was! this! that! had! been! at! the! root! of! Charlie! Elphick’s160! complaint! to! the!
government!–!not!only!was!there!no!effective!provision!for!community!interests,!but!there!also!
did!not!need!to!be.!This!was!unacceptable!to!him!and!to!his!constituency,!and!it!was!this!point!
that! would! have! to! be! addressed! by! the! government.! Thus,! in! August! 2011,! the! government!









towards! working! this! aspiration! into! a! legal! structure.! Despite! these! limitations,! the!
introduction!of!the!terms!‘enduring’!and!‘significant’!were!welcomed!by!concerned!parties.!
During! the! period! of! the! development! of! this! policy,! the! DHB! did! not! ignore! the! emerging!





the!government!that! they!did!and!could!meet! the!criteria!of! ‘community!participation’.!Hence,!














not! seem! so.! In! fact! it! seems! clear,! in! retrospect,! that! a! deal! –! a! compromise! –! had! been!
hammered!out!behind!the!Westminster!scenes.!DHB!would!not,!even!with!their!compromises,!
get! a! simple! go7ahead! –! but! neither! would! the! alternative! be! allowed.! Instead,! what! has!
transpired! is! the! continuation,! at! least! for! the! time!being,! of! the!DHB,! albeit! now!much!more!
proactive!in!terms!of!community!participation.!!
A!certain!level!of!expectation!is!encoded!very!clearly!in!items!explaining!the!government’s!more!
detailed!reasons! for!not!accepting! the!DHB!scheme.!For! instance,!under!paragraph!62,!note! is!
taken!of!the!PoD!cash!reserves:!
In!recent!years!DHB!has!increased!harbour!dues!to!allow!it!to!build!up!a!reserve!to!help!
finance!redevelopment!within! the!port,! especially!of! the!Western!Docks! (Terminal!2!–!
T2).! This! has! now! reached! approximately! £60m! on! an! annual! turnover! of! £58.5m! in!






receive! on! completion! of! a! sale,! rather! than! the!needs! of! the! business,! the! businesses!
using! the! port! or! the! local! community.! In! particular,! it! was! perceived! that! the! ESOT!
[employee!share!ownership!trust]!would!benefit!Board!members!and!senior!executives!
and!so!they!were!not!impartial!about!the!proposed!sale.167!!
Concerns!had!been!recognised!and! lines!drawn.! In!effect,! the!government!was!making! it!clear!
just! how!much! the! DHB!would! have! to! do! in! order! to! establish! confidence! in! both! the! local!
community!and,!thereby,!the!support!of!the!government.!





We! can! see! here! the! challenge! of! producing! a! provision! for! an! enterprise! structured! as! a!
corporation!that!is!legally!required!to!consider!the!local!community!significantly.!!It!is!here!that!
the! structural! guidance! needs! to! be! placed! in! order! to! demonstrate! actual! community!
participation!that!has!access!to!power,!as!per!Arnstein’s!ladder.168!!




…! the! proposal! focussed! on! the! role! of! the! PoD! Community! Trust! [hereafter! PDCT].!
Through!its!shareholding!in!PoD!Ltd,!and!through!the!proposed!endowment,!the![PDCT]!
would!share!in!the!profitability!of!the!port,!and!in!any!increase!in!the!port’s!value.!PDCT!




the!community!should!have! ‘an!ability! to! influence! the!management!of! the!port’! through! ‘two!





the! Port! of! Dover’,171( the! Undersecretary! of! State! for! Transport,! Stephen! Hammond,! finally!
began! to! provide! some!details! on! how! the! Port’s! structure!would! be! expected! to! achieve! the!
ultimate!goal!of!‘enduring!and!significant!community!participation’.(He!set!out!three!steps!that!
needed! to! be! taken:! 1)! community! involvement;! 2)! commercial! development;! and! 3)!











regeneration.! He! then! referred! to! other! major! trust! ports! that! had! successfully! adopted!
‘community!forums’!as!part!of!their!involvement!with!local!communities:!!
The! port! and! community! forum! and! port! user! groups! require! legal! commitment! and!
seats!on! the!board,! therefore!additional! community!non7executive!directors! should!be!
appointed.172!
Subsequently,!an!announcement!was!indeed!made!that!the!DHB!would!consist!of!the!chairman,!
the! existing! non7executive! specialist! directors,! the! executive! directors! and! two! new! seats!
opened! for! community! non7executive! directors.! The! process! of! recruiting! the! community!
directors!made! it! clear! that! the! positions!would! be! held! by! persons! either! living! in!Dover! or!





of! dock! workers.! However,! the! board! defended! the! amount! as! the! going! rate! for! a! person!
experienced!in!executive!matters!and!having!decision7making!abilities.!!
Such! structural! changes! foster! closer! workings! with! key! stakeholders,! some! members! and!
others! users.! The! creation! of! community! directors! on! the! board! is! key,! but! also! important! is!












Certainly,! DHB! seems! to! have! been! revitalised! by! these! events.! In! September! 2014,! having!
safeguarded!the!cash!reserves!–!which!were!by!then!in!excess!of!£60!million!–!and!secured!them!
for!investment!into!the!development!of!the!port,!and!with!approval!granted!from!the!Harbour!




with! our! community! and! with! our! staff.! Now! it! is! time! for! action.! Now! it! is! time! to!
deliver!for!Dover.176!
# #










5.3 EVALUATION OF THE CASE STUDY  
To!what!extent!can! it!be! thought! that! the!DHB!are!not!acting!as!stewards!of! local! community!
assets!held!for!community!benefit?!Are!they!simply!indulging!in!rhetoric!when!they!emphasise!
their! commitment! to! the! locality! in! speeches?! Is! it! at!a! relatively! low!economic!cost! that! they!
have! so! much! expanded! their! local! charities! fund?! And! will! they! take! the! appointment! and!
presence! of! local! board!members! seriously?!Do! they! still! harbour!privatisation!plans! and! are!









The! only! potential! for! holding! DHB! to! account! is! found! in! the! direct! pressure! that! can! be!
brought! to!bear!by! the!newly!elected!directors;!but!will! they!really!provide!a!point!of!contact!
and!a! chain!of!accountability!between!DHB!and! the! local! community?!The! local! community! is!
not!electing!them;!they!are!not!formally!accountable!to!the!people!of!Dover.!!




quiet,! as! if! the! fight! is! now! over! –! or,! at! least,! over! for! the! time! being.! How!will! energy! and!
concern!be!maintained?!!
The! legal! form! that! is! in!place!does! little! to!offer! support! to! garner! full! or!partial! community!
participation.! However,! there! is! nothing! stopping! the! PoD! from! adopting! structures! from!
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yacht! club! and! others! all! represented! as! council! members,! with! agendas! and! voting! rights!
equally!distributed.!!








In! either! seeking! mutuality! or! acting! as! stewards! of! community! benefit,! the! considered!
governance! available! fails! to! provide! terms! of! reference! for! both! structural! and! operational!
practices.! Further! details! on! organisational! structures! that! truly! empower! community!
representation!are!absent.!!










The!mechanisms! to! assess! this!must!be!present;! they!are! currently! absent.!The!evidence! that!
emerges! from! these! two! case! studies!points! to! the!need! for! open!accountabilities.! It! suggests!
that!democratic!participation! is!essential,!as! is! the!ability! to! influence!outcomes.!This!must!be!
more!than!merely!the!media!broadcasting!of!events!supported!by!the!DHB!–!representatives!of!




community! interest! company! endeavouring! to!deal!with! the! challenges! and! engineering! feats!
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faced! by! the! Victorians! –! an! enterprise! that! has! been! plagued! by! an! inability! to! make! the!
venture!financially!viable.!What!becomes!evident!in!this!case!study!is!the!commonality!with!the!
DHB! case! study,! in! terms! of! the! level! of! social! capital! to! be! found! and! the! high! level! of! local!




CHAPTER 6: FOLKESTONE LEAS LIFT 
!
6.1 BACKGROUND TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LIFT 
Folkestone! is! characterised! by! a! division! of! the! town! into! two! geographically! distinctive!
sections,!the!lower!and!upper!areas,!separated!by!a!sharp!cliff!face,!created!as!a!consequence!of!
a! severe! cliff! fall! in! 1784.! Until! the! nineteenth! century,! Folkestone! was! a! small! fishing!
community!with!a!seafront!subject!to!bad!storms!and!encroaching!shingle,!and!on!which!it!was!
hard!to! land!boats.! In!1807,!a!private!Act!of!Parliament!allowed! for! the!building!of!a!pier!and!
harbour,!which!were!designed!and!built!by!Thomas!Telford!in!1809.178!By!1820,!a!harbour!area!









and! passengers! to! the! port! and! in! terms! of! bringing! visitors! to! Folkestone! itself.! Folkestone!
began!to!develop!as!a!holiday!destination.!The!upper!section!(on!top!of!the!cliffs)!is!the!site!of!
residential!Folkestone,!including!a!substantial!area!planned!and!developed!by!the!Radnor!Estate!





tourists,! in! allowing!much! easier! (and! very! pleasant)! access! between! the! two! sections! of! the!
town,!but!also!of!the!economic!stakeholders!in!both!sections!of!the!town!–!the!Radnor!Estate!on!
the!upper!land!and!the!owners!of!the!harbour!at!the!bottom!of!the!cliff.!










viable! as! fashions! changed,! and! there! was! no! incentive! to! invest! in! the! maintenance! of! the!








a! commercial! company! controlling! the! railway! and! harbour! and,! on! the! other! hand,! a! family!
controlling!the!land!upon!which!the!upper!town!was!built.!The!two!sections!were!controlled!by!
two!different!interest!groups,!albeit!with!a!considerable!rationale!for!working!together.!
6.2 THE RADNOR FAMILY HOLDINGS 
We! can! track! the! political! and! economic! influence! of! one! family! in! the! development! of!
Folkestone!from!1697,!when!there!was!an!initial!parcelling!of!land!in!the!town;!this!family!is!the!
Radnors,!whose! family!name!and!titles!still!mark!much!of! the! topography!of! the! town.!Today,!
the!head!of!the!family! is!William!Pleydell7Bouverie,! the!9th!Earl!of!Radnor,!heir!to!the!Radnor!
Estates.! The! Earl’s! forefathers,! the! de! Bouverie! family,! were! Huguenots! from! Flanders! who,!
having! made! substantial! wealth! in! trade,! had! purchased! land! in! Wiltshire! (still! held! by! the!
family! today).! By! 1771,! the! Radnors! had! acquired! substantial! landholdings! in! the! area! of!
Folkestone,! and! added! the! title! of! that! location! to! their! portfolio! of! titles! for! the! use! of! the!
family.! However,! the! Folkestone! landholding! proved! to! be! problematic.! The! chalk! cliffs!were!
(and!are)!unstable,! and!a!number!of! landslides!and!cliff! falls!made!development!of! the! land!a!
problem.!From!the!late!eighteenth!century,!particularly!following!the!1784!fall,!designs!for!sea!
defences! and! a! new! harbour! greatly! stabilised! the! site! and! allowed! for! the! possibility! of!
developing!the!town!as!a!resort!to!be!considered.!The!second!Viscount!Folkestone,!Member!of!
Parliament! for! Salisbury,! Wiltshire,! introduced! a! private! Act! of! Parliament! in! 1818,! which!
allowed!for!further!parcels!of!land!in!Folkestone!to!be!purchased!and!developed!for!what!would!
                                                
180!Rooney!and!Begent!(n!86).!
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become! the!development!known!as! the! ‘The!Leas’.! It!was! this!Act,! and! the! subsequent!design!
and!building!of!The!Leas,!that!allowed!for!the!development!of!Folkestone!into!a!leading!seaside!
resort! for! fashionable! and! wealthy! people! by! the! late! nineteenth! century.181! The! Leas! still!
functions!as! a! central!point! to! the! town,! giving! it! an!air!of! graceful! –! if! now! faded!–!gentility.!
However,! such! an! extensive! and! expensive!development!was!only!made! feasible! by! the! steps!
taken!by!the!owners!and!operators!of!the!harbour!to!secure!their!own!economic!interests.!
Once! the! sea! defences! were! secured,! the! development! of! all! the! Folkestone! land! was! also!
secured.! The! arrival! of! the! South! Eastern! Railway! Company! in! 1843! had! improved!
transportation,! offering! vastly! reduced! travel! times! from! London! to! the! south! coast! and!
transforming!the!town!into!the!principal!station!and!port!for!the!continent,!as!well!as!helping!to!
develop!the!town!as!a!popular!and!fashionable!seaside!destination.!In!1877,!the!Pier!Company,!
having!built! the!pleasure!pier,!developed!and!began!building! the!original!Leas!Lift! in!order! to!
ensure! the! comfort! of! the! wealthy! Victorian! pleasure! seekers,! who! would! benefit! from!




steep! climb!up! the!hill.! The! lift,!which! continues! to! exist! today,!was! installed! in! 1885.!Now!a!
Grade!II!listed!building,!the!Leas!Lift!is!one!of!the!oldest!remaining!water!lifts!in!the!UK.!!
































are! extensive! and! critical,! and! the! Estate! has! suffered,! along! with! the! general! decline! of!
Folkestone!as!a!fashionable!(and!wealthy)!resort.!!
However,!the!FETF!do!not!hold!much!property!on!the!lower!site,!down!by!the!seaside,!harbour!
and! beach! (other! than! that! detailed! above).! The! land! and! assets! once! owned! by! the! South!
Eastern! Railway! Company,! most! importantly! the! port! area,! are! now! owned! by! the! other!
principal! player! in! Folkestone:! Roger! de! Hann.! Through! holding! companies,! as! well! as! his!
charitable!trust,!he!now!owns!the!freehold!of!part!of!the!council!car!park,!the!former!funfair!site!
and,!most! importantly,! the!harbour.!Therefore,!de!Haan’s! interests!now!govern!a!great!deal!of!
the!lower!section!of!Folkestone,186!whereas!the!Radnor!family’s!interests!still!hold!sway!in!the!
upper!section.!!
6.3 THE ACTIVATION OF SOCIAL CAPITAL TO SECURE THE ASSET OF THE 
LEAS LIFT 
After! the!closure!of! the! lift! in!2009,! the!FETF!sought!a!new!tenant! in!order! to! reopen! the! lift.!
Without!the!council!or!a!significant!business!investor!being!interested!in!taking!over!the!lift,!the!
Estate! had! to! think! of! something! rather! different.! In! 2010,! the! Estate’s! agent! thought! of! the!














ii. It! (the! CIC)! must! state! ‘community! benefit’! aims/objectives! in! its! foundation!
documents!
It! is!therefore!clear!that!this!is!not!only!central!to!the!construction!of!any!CIC,!but!also!
remains! its! only! rationale! for! its! existence.! It! is! essential! that,! under! section! 36,! the!
applicant! for! CIC! status! makes! clear! how! a! ‘community! benefit’! will! be! delivered! in!
order! to! be! registered! as! having! CIC! status.! This! process! is! also! known! as! the! ‘social!
purpose’!test,!and!has!to!be!met!yearly.!!
iii. The!legal!format!is!as!a!company!‘limited!by!guarantee’!!







This! is! best! understood! as! protecting! the! value! of! the! assets! for! altruistic! purposes,!
rather! than! the! material! asset! itself! actually! being! locked! away! –! for! instance,! a!
particular! item! of! property! held/locked! for! a! particular! community! group.! If! the! CIC!











to! find! social! entrepreneurs! who!would! be!willing! to! undertake! the! running! of! it.! From! this!
                                                
188!See!Section!6.5!Evaluation.!
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initiative,! ‘The! Folkestone! Leas! Lift! Community! Interest! Company’! (TFLLCIC! hereafter)! was!
established!in!2010!by!the!Radnor!Estate’s!agent.189!
The!required!CIC!section!36!declarations!on!the!formation!of!a!CIC!are!recorded!in!the!company!






Folkestone,! Kent! and,! Students! from! educational! establishments.! Those! having! an!
interest!in!historical!machinery.191!
Section!B!describes!the!activities!and!related!benefits!in!further!detail;!the!aim!was!to!maintain!
the!service!of! the! lift! ‘for! the!community’,!whilst!also!securing! the! lift’s!unique!position! in! the!
heritage!of!the!town!as!a!living!museum.!TFLLCIC!now!maintains!and!operates!the!lift!‘on!behalf!




easy!access!between!the! town!and!the!seaside.!However,! the!CIC!must!be!able! to!show!that! it!
continues!to!meet!the!community!benefit!test!in!annual!reviews.!!
In!2010,!The!Folkestone!Estate!had!the!lift!in!full!working!order,!and!the!primary!challenge!for!
the! CIC! has! been! to! keep! the! lift!moving! in! order! to!maintain! the! Victorian! engineering.! The!
worst! thing! that! can!happen! is! for! the! lift! to! stand! idle,! as!water!and!metal!do!not! stand!well!
together.!Furthermore,!both!the!lift!and!the!adjoining!buildings!carry!the!obligations!of!a!Grade!
II! listing.! It! is! clearly! within! the! interests! of! the! Radnor! Estate! to! ensure! that! they,! as! the!
registered!title!holders,!comply!with!these!requirements,!as!failure!to!do!so!will!expose!them!to!
fines.! However,! for! the! Estate,! finding! someone! with! the! knowledge! and! skills! to! operate,!












in!retirement.!Much! to!his!bemusement,! the!Estate!approached!him!with! their!proposal.192!By!
good!fortune,!Eamonn!Rooney!is!also!a!local!historian,!with!a!great!understanding!of!the!history!
of!the!town,!its!creation,!fortunes!and!decline.!He!became!instrumental!to!the!future!of!the!lift!






context,! he! agreed! to! set! up! and! run! the! company! and! the! lift! for! ‘a! social! purpose’,! as! he!
recognised!and!valued!the!materiality!of!the!asset,!as!well!as!the!motivation!of! local!concerns.!
He!came!out!of!retirement,!and!approached!old!friend!and!fellow!Folkestonian!activist!Begent!to!
assist! him! in! the! project.! Rooney! knew! that! Begent! had!worked!with! community! groups! and!
local! businesses! to! provide! solutions! that! had! enabled! community! projects! to! be! formed.! For!





Relevant! to! their! willingness! to! carry! forward! the! Leas! Lift! project! as! a! CIC! is! that! the!
establishment!of!the!farmers’!market!was!amongst!the!first!of!the!community!lead!projects!that!
Begent! had! been! involved! with,! as! well! as! meeting! the! need! to! provide! additional! tourist!
information! in! the! harbour,! which! could! be! carried! in! a! small! store! and! information! point!
located!close!to!the!market,!on!harbour!land.195!After!a!number!of!community!consultations,!the!
legal!form!adopted!for!this!enterprise!was!a!CIC.!An!essential!driver!for!choosing!this!form!was!







the! interested!parties! as! one! suitable! to! their! needs,! and,! subsequently,! it! seemed! to! the! two!
friends! the! obvious! choice! for! the! Leas! Lift! as! well.197! The! Leas! Lift! Community! Interest!
Company!was! formed! and! registered! in!May! 2010! –! as! a! result! of! an! initiative! taken! by! the!
Radnor!Estate’s!agent!but!made!possible!and!carried!through!by!local!social!entrepreneurs.!!






that!oversees! the! listed!status,!but!also! the!Radnor!Trust),!and! therefore! further!maintenance!
and! restoration! work! on! the! second! lift! have! been! prevented,! other! than! necessary! ‘safety’!
work.!Perhaps!ironically,!compliance!with!health!and!safety!regulations!is!at!present!the!single!
biggest! threat! to!the! future!of! the! lift.!Second!to!this,!and!closely!related,! is! the!public! liability!










TFLLCIC! holds! a! licence! to! operate! the! lift! rather! than! a! lease;! the! arrangement! between! the!
Radnor!Estate!and!TFLLCIC!is!that!the!CIC!holds!a!licence!to!operate!the!lift!and!not!a!lease!on!





























been! present! here.! Even! more! fortunately,! Rooney! and! Begent! have! had! the! creativity! to!
develop!various!initiatives!to!bridge!the!economic!gap,!most!successfully!through!the!launching!
of!the!annual!Folkestone!Leas!Lift!Beer!Festival,!which!commenced!in!2011.!
In! 2015,! the! lift! opened! for! another! season.! Now! well! recognised,! not! only! locally! but! also!
further!afield,!through!such!sites!as!TripAdvisor,201!the!lift!has!become!something!of!a!moderate!




If! the! social! enterprise! is! a! success! for! the! community! –! the! community! that! applied! direct!
pressure!on!Rooney!to!ensure!the!longevity!of!the!lift!–!have!they!further!supported!him!and!his!
efforts?!The!wider!business!community!offers!discounts!for!printing!and!advertising,!leveraged!
by!Rooney! in!his!pitch! that! the! lift! brings! economic! value! and! is! good! for! the!wider!business!








community.! Further! evidence! of! community! interest! is! apparent,! and! events! have! been! held!
around! the! lift! and!are!well! represented.202!But!how!much!support! is! forthcoming! from!other!
stakeholders! –! particularly! the! council?! The! limitations! in! the! use! of! the! site! (there! are! no!
toilets;!the!car!parking!is!chargeable;!the!council!have!refused!to!allow!a!permanent!tea!room!on!
the!site;!and!they!have!declined!to!assist!in!changes!to!the!small!road!directly!outside!the!lower!
level,!which!could!serve! light! refreshments!and! ice7creams)!suggest! that!key!stakeholders!are!
not!exactly!proactive!in!offering!support.!Although!the!area!to!the!side!of!the!bottom!of!the!lift!
has! been! developed! into! formal! gardens,! leading! to! a! play! area! and! tea! room,! the! immediate!
area! around! the! base! of! the! lift! is! largely! redundant! wasteland,! with! only! remnant! signs! of!
previous!uses,!which!is!not!very!inviting.203!The!economic!capital!required!to!support!the!input!
of! social! capital! in! this! enterprise! is! not! visible,! and! the! two! entrepreneurs,! despite! their!
enthusiasm!and!commitment,!were!often!found!to!be!rather!dispirited!and!not!sure!of!how!long!
they!would!be!able!to!keep!going.!
There! is! little! evidence! of! practical! support! from! the!wider! community;! representatives! from!
local!social!groups,!teenagers,!young!families,!arts!and!engineering!students,!and!so!on,!are!not!
visible.! It! seems! that! the! ‘social! purpose’! statements! and! related! activities! can! be! difficult! to!
activate,! even!by!well7meaning!and! imaginative!men!such!as! these.!Developing!potential!with!
and!within!the! local!community! is!another!aspect!to!the!running!of!the!CIC!–!and!yet!one!that!
both!takes!more!time!and!perhaps!needs!different!sets!of!communication!skills.!There!is!scope!
to!activate!several! ‘interpretive!communities’!within! this!project,!expanding! its!social!purpose!
and!widening! its! reach.! It! could!be!argued! that! this! is! the!responsibility!of! the! trustees,!but! it!
could!also!be!argued!that!the!current!test!for!‘social!purpose’!not!only!encourages!vagueness!but!







i)! the! local! authority! taking! the! lift! back! and! operating! it! as! a! public! asset! –! but! they!
know!that!this!is!most!unlikely,!given!the!cuts;!!





ii)! the! lift! being! given! to! a! body! like! the! National! Trust! –! but! the! Radnor! Estate! is!
unlikely!to!agree!to!this,!as!it!would!entail!loss!of!their!freehold;!
iii)! the! lift! being! adopted! by! the! body! of! stakeholders! working! on! the! extensive!
development! of! the! harbour! and! seafront! –! this! has! potential,! given! that! planning!
permission! has! been! obtained! for! this! major! development,! led! by! local! businessman!
Roger!de!Haan,! and! the! lift!would! enhance! the!use!of! the! seafront.!However,! it!would!
depend!on!the!Radnor!Estate!interests!being!met.!
If! all! else! fails,! another! option! is! for! the! lift! to! be! taken! over! by! another! community! trust! (a!
BenCom)!or!another!CIC!–!but!no!one!has!come!forward.!
At! present,! the! lift! continues! to! provide! a! community! benefit! at! a! steady! pace,! and! has! the!
advantage! of! being! slightly! protected! as! a! community! asset! for! future! generations.! In! the!
autumn! months,! the! services! are! reduced! to! just! weekends,! with! notices! put! up! weekly! to!
confirm!operating!times.!In!winter,!it!is!closed.!It!may!not!be!until!the!wider!development!of!the!
lower! land! that! the! lift! will! be! sufficiently! economically! viable,! and! then! fully! repaired! and!
totally!refurbished,!with!both!tracks!working.!
The! Leas! Lift! is! a! limited! liability! company! CIC;! this! prevents! it! from! accessing! funds! from!
charitable!organisations.!When!thinking!about!the!material!value!of!the!lift!as!a!community!(or!
public)! asset,! the! ‘living! museum’! approach! fits! well,! and! if! recast! as! a! charitable! body,! this!
would!open!up!the!enterprise!to!the!ability!to!apply!for!grant!funding!from!other!sources,!such!
as! the! National! Lottery! Funding,! English! Heritage,! and! so! on,! as! well! as! conveying! revenue!
advantages.! In! the!early!days,! the!group!did! look!at!becoming!a!charity,!but! they! felt! that! this!
was! too!complex! in! its! construction!and!regulation.!However,!one!can’t!help!but! feel! that! this!
enterprise!will!always!need!the!type!of! financial!support!akin!to!a!charity.!However,!given!the!
likely!opposition!of!the!Radnor!Estate,!due!to!the!requirement!of!both!the!land!and!the!lift!being!
placed! in! a! charity,! thereby! relinquishing! their! influence,! and! the! fact! that! the! SE! is! already!
incorporated!as!a!CIC,! it! is!unlikely! that!either!Began!or!Rooney!will!have! the! time,!energy!or!
commitment!to!rethink!their!previous!stand!against!being!a!charity.!
6.5 EVALUATION OF THE CASE STUDY 
The!most!obvious!point!is!that!this!CIC!survives!on!a!combination!of!little!financial!support!but!a!
considerable!investment!in!time!and!enthusiasm!by!just!two!people.!In!many!ways,!it!is!a!classic!
example!of!privatisation!being! ‘covered’!by!community!and! individual!voluntary! labour.!Other!













supports! the! community! events.! Both! Rooney! and! Begent! report! that! the! Earl! holds! a! great!
affection!for!the!lift,!and!sees!it!as!an!heirloom,!which!he!wants!to!maintain!for!the!benefit!of!the!
community,!as!well!as!a!potential!resource!for!the!business!community.!He!seems!impressed!by!
the! ‘social! enterprise’! movement! and! how! it! has! been! so! resourceful! in! protecting! the! lift.!





community! benefit,! rather! than! SE! simply! serving! community! interests?! The! SE! enterprise!
model!(see!Chapter!One)!allows!for!either,!and!once!we!place!‘social!benefit’!at!the!centre!of!the!
equation,! we! can! see! more! clearly! that! SE! is! not! always! focused! solely! on! benefit! to! the!
community.!!
What!we!see!here!is!the!sharing!of!assets!and!the!control!and!management!to!operate!them!with!
the! ‘have7nots’.! It! could!be!argued! that,! in! the!community,! the! ‘have7nots’!are!well!placed!and!
hold!true!citizen!power;205!this!thesis!suggests!not.!The!CIC!model!restricts!them!from!using!the!










just! how!much! Rooney! and! Begent! have! had! to! do! and! against! what! odds.! For! example,! the!
constant! need! to! pursue! potential! lines! of! funding! and! the! complexities! of! potentially!
renegotiating!and/or!changing!the!legal!form!surely!constitute!more!than!the!everyday!business!
of!simply!keeping!the!lift!operational.!Further,!they!seem!to!have!limited!support!locally.!Again,!
to!actually!build! social! capital! rather! than!draw! from! it! seems!more!problematic.!Having! said!
that,!the!fact!that!Begent!had!been!involved!in!other!activities!of!and!for!community!benefit!was!
crucial!in!delivering!the!skills,!experience!and!confidence!that!encouraged!both!men!to!take!up!
this!project.!But! they! are!only! two!people,! and!not! in! the! first! flush!of! youth.! Folkestone!was!
willing!to!march!in!concern!when!the!lift!was!closed,!yet!participation!and!representation!of!the!
wider!community!is!not!present!within!the!enterprise;!how!can!Folkestone!be!activated!to!now!
support! the! CIC?! The! question! of! support! for! community7orientated! SEs! and! the! building! of!
social! capital! for! regeneration! and! renewal! remain! critical.! How! is! a! social! enterprise! to! be!
embedded!at! a! community! level?!Without! addressing! this!question,! SEs!will! too!often! remain!




agendas.! Social! capital! tends! to! lean! towards! the! protection! of! the!materiality! of! an! asset! in!
order!to!secure!the!social!value!of!use!(or!cultural!heritage),!which!may!be!difficult!to!measure,!
whilst!economic!capital!requires!the!mechanism!of!economic!growth!in!order!to!secure!a!return!
on! financial! investment.! Alternatively,! models! that! use! a! combination! of! both! social! and!
economic!value!require!something!in!return!for!both!forms!of!investment,!whether!it!is!in!time!
or! in!money.! Failure! of! one!or! the! other! in! receiving! a! return!may! jeopardise! the!necessarily!
tense!relationship;!difficulties!in!balancing!the!two!models!could!result!in!one!side!or!the!other!
withdrawing! from! the! enterprise.! On! the! one! side,! a! return! on! investment! for! the! economic!
capital!and,!on! the!other,!a! return!of!social!value! for! the!social!capital! invested!are,! therefore,!





the! existence! of! the! lease! protects! the! long7term! interests! of! the! FETF,! and! therefore! the!
peppercorn!rent!provides!support! for!–!and!recognition!of!–! the! labour!and!social!capital! that!
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has!made! that!project!viable,! as!a! future!benefit! to! the!FETF.!The! importance!of! timescales! is!
significant! here! and! may! require! some! consideration;! are! the! parties! working! towards! the!
development!of!a!mutually!convenient!temporal!scale?!
Did! the! FETF! favour! the! CIC! as! a! legal! form! because! they! could! then! protect! their! asset! by!
locking! it! into! a! trust,! whilst! maintaining! their! asset! and! leaving! the! door! open! for! future!
development?!The!lift! fails!to!provide!a!return!for!them.!They!could!have!gifted!it!to!a!charity,!
who!would! have! been! able! to! enhance! the! delivery! of! public! benefit,! as! charities! can! access!





•! They! have! appeased! the! community! in! allowing! a! ‘community! interest’! to! be!
recognised!and!developed.!




•! The! lift! therefore! remains! a! valuable! economic! commodity,! which! could! be!
traded!in!the!negotiations!during!development!and!planning!whilst,!at!the!same!





















6.6 A TECHNICAL REVIEW OF THE OPERATION OF THE CIC  
Having!provided!an!overall! evaluation!of! the! case! study,! it! is! interesting! to!undertake!a!more!
technical! review! of! the! evidence! of! how! the! CIC! is! running,! framed! through! the! research!
question.!
The! first! question! considers! whether! the! governance! of! the! CIC! is! fit! for! purpose,! in! both!
structural! and! operational! terms,! and!whether! the! said! legal! forms! can!deliver! an! aim!of! ‘for!
social! benefit’,! both! as! a! legal! device! and! as! a! measure! of! ‘social! capital’! for! social! renewal!
aspirations.!!
The! overall! governance! in! this! case! appears! to! be! operating! effectively;! the! directors! are!
continuing! to! provide! evidence! that! they! are! delivering! against! the! filed! CIC! 36! community!
interest! statement.! However,! the! inability! to! raise! capital! and!make! decisions! that! affect! the!
infrastructure!is!impacting!negatively!on!their!ambitions.!The!lift’s!primary!role!is!that!of!public!
transportation;! it! must! therefore! comply! with! health! and! safety,! and! the! lack! of! capital! will!
cause!issues!and!will!restrict!the!natural!development!and!growth!of!the!enterprise.!The!current!
model! also! fails! to! include! the! structural! involvement! of! the! community;! wider! community!
participation!could!bring!an!injection!of!social!capital!and!solutions!to!the!problems!that!this!CIC!
is!faced!with.!!
However,! the! main! challenge! is! that! this! legal! form! is! reliant! on! limited! fundraising,! but! is!
possibly! excluded! from! the! formal! fundraising! (in! terms! of! local! fundraising! and! national!
pledges)!that!might! foster!grants!to!repair,!develop!and!maintain!this!historical!heirloom.!The!
CIC!in!this!form!may!also!be!preventing!donors!from!supporting!the!enterprise;!the!amounts!in!
the! annual! reports! filed! on! 31! March! 2014208! are! insignificant.! Therefore,! further! public!
awareness! of! the! definition! is! required! if! both! social! capital! and! economic! capital! are! to! be!





through! what! mechanisms! this! will! be! judged.! Evidence! can! be! drawn! directly! from! field!
research,!where! three! surveys!were!undertaken!over! the!duration!of! the! case! study.!On! each!
occasion,! 12! random!members! of! the! public! were! asked! a! number! of! simple! questions.! The!
results!can!be!seen!below:!




! July!2012! July!2013! July!2014!!
Do!they!use!the!lift?! !!11!! !!12!! !!10!!
Do!they!use!the!lift!weekly?! !!!2! !!!5! !!4!
Do! they! understand! the! organisational!
structure?209!
!!!1!! !!!3!! !!5!!
Do!they!volunteer?! !!!0! !!!0! !!1!
Is!it!worth!investing!in?! !!12! !!12! !!12!
Table(6.1:(Results(of(field(survey(
What! is! interesting! is! some! evidence! of! growth! in! the! understanding! of! the! organisational!
structure! –! although! this! is! still! relatively! low! –! and! the! fact! that! there! is! consistency! in! the!
answer!that!the!lift!should!be!invested!in.!The!use!of!the!lift!by!locals!and!visitors!shows!that!it!is!
delivering! a! social! benefit.! It! is! being! used! for!weekly! ‘exercise’! by! some,!whilst! for! others! it!
continues! to! serve! as! their! primary! access! route! connecting! the! upper! land! and! town! to! the!
lower! shingle! beach! and! parking! area.! Could! further! community! participation! and! a! more!
comprehensive! and! extensive! local! survey! be! used! to! gather! information! on! support,! which!
could! then!be!used! to! further!demonstrate! community!benefit! and! in!negotiations! for! further!
funding?!This!survey!does!suggest!a!small!but!significant!level!of!support!–!how!could!it!be!built!
upon?! How! can! the! local! community! be! drawn! into! building! social! capital! and! valuing!
‘community!benefit’?!!The!ability!to!harness!the!community!is!key;!the!risk!to!the!lift!of!failing!to!
energise!the!community!and!raise!funding!could!be!fatal.!!
This! thesis! sought! to! examine! through! case! studies! the!use! of! emerging! legal! forms!by! social!
enterprises!from!a!number!of!different!historical!registers,!designed!to!carry!community!benefit!
or!community! interest!as!a! legal!criterion,!with!particular!emphasis!on!accountability.!But!the!
work! has! importantly! learned! that! what! seem! to! be! significant! in! building! the! processes!
                                                
209!Question:!Do!you!know!what!type!of!company,!enterprise!or!charity!it!could!be?!
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designed! to!deliver! community!benefit! or! community! interest! are,! firstly,! the! identification!of!
the! legal! form! –! as! in! public! and! commercial! awareness! –! and,! secondly,! the! importance! of!
community!participation.!
This! case! study! can! be! interpreted! as! evidence! of! the! legal! forms! through! the! four! historical!
registers!being!blurred,!due!to!a!lack!of!clear!branding;!therefore,!the!essential!interconnections!
with! regard! to! accountability! for! profit! and! surplus! distribution! are! unclear! at! best! and!
unhelpful! at! worst.! Additionally,! the! simplicity! of! the! CIC! also! fails! to! garner! and! demarcate!
participation!through!representation.!!




CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION  
!
We!have!seen!growth!in!the!social!enterprise!economy,!as!discussed!earlier,!but!what!is!yet!to!
be! considered! is! why.! Is! the! growth! due! to! the! ease! in! which! a! social! enterprise’s! business!
activities!can!be!conducted!–!unmeasured,!unmanaged!and!loosely!regulated?!
The! legislation! brought! into! force! during! the! period! of! this! research! sought! to! overcome! the!
restrictions! in! the!pre7existing! legal!devices! (i.e.,!membership!models!and!charitable!models),!
with! the! provisions! of! less! stringent! and! more! accessible! legal! devices! adoptable! by! social!
enterprises,!which! encourage! business! activities! that! pledge! an! aim! of! benefiting! others.! The!
governance! and! branding! for! CICs! and! CBSs! can! be! widely! interpreted;! in! both! models,! the!
beneficiaries! are! not! named! or! classified.! A! community! benefit! society! is! a! society!without! a!
need!for!members!–!there!is!no!formal!representation!of!the!community!that!benefits!from!the!
purpose! of! the! society.! Thus! there! is! no! requirement! for! the! beneficiaries! within! the! said!
community!to!be!measured!with!regard!to!the!benefits!offered!or!declared!by!a!CIC!or!CBS.!This!
work!suggests!that!this!light7touch!approach!could!be!identified!as!a!modest!legal!form.!!
Without! the! legal! form! of! governance! requiring! measures! of! community! benefit,! community!
interest! or! community! participation,! how! can! the! business! form! be! managed! and! ultimately!
regulated! by! the! governing! body/ies?! Furthermore,! without! structural! requirements! or!
measures!of!community!representation,!how!can!community!participation!be!achieved?!CIC!and!
CBS!business!models!did!not!intend!to!address!inequalities!directly;!however,!if!social!capital!is!
required! to!address!exclusion,! then!participation! is!absolutely!critical,! as!demonstrated! in! the!
cases!studies!offered!by!both!Arnstein210!and,!as!illustrations,!Wright.211!




while! informing,! consultation! and! placation! are! mere! tokenism! and! do! not! allow! for!
participation.! It! is! only!when! there! is! delegated!power! and! citizen! control! that! any!degree! of!
citizen!power!can!be!achieved.! !The!steps!on!the!ladder!are!offered!as!enticements!to!citizens,!





and! are!potentially! significant! and! accessible;! however,! it! is! only! the! top! rung! that!will! allow!
true!citizens’!access!to!real!‘power7sharing’.!
We! have! seen! that! participation! and! representation! is! essential,! hence! the! concerns! that! this!
work!has!when!projects!or!community!benefit/interest!are!purported!with!limited!community!
participation! and! with! no! formal! means! to! demonstrate! community! participation.! It! does,!
however,! appreciate! that! this! is! not! always! possible;! yet! the! work! wishes! to! challenge! the!
barriers!that!might!prevent!achieving!community!participation!and!structural!representation.!
The!case!studies!within!Arnstein’s!article!refer!to!these!barriers!and!suggest!that!real!structural!
community! participation! and! power7sharing! are! rarely! achieved;! the! lower! steps! are! mere!
gestures,! facades,! leaving! the!community!or!citizens!with!no!real!say! in!reality.!Those!holding!
the!power!maintain!control.!Here,! it!could!be!argued!that!there! is!a!retention!of!power!by!the!
upper! classes! –! the! ‘haves’! versus! the! lower! classes,! the! ‘have7nots’! –! despite! the! therapy,!
informing!and!consultation!processes.!!
This! typology! might! therefore! be! interpreted! as! power! being! very! much! protected! by! the!
‘haves’;! they! protect! it! fiercely! and! can! obstruct! access! to! it,!while! giving! back! nothing!more!
than! supportive! sound! bites,! which! operate! as! mere! symbolic! efforts.! Arnstein! provides! a!
number!of!examples!of!power!protection!in!the!Community!Action!Agencies!case!study.213!We!




with!really! little!power!or!no!power.! It! is!only! in! reaching!and!achieving! the!upper!steps! that!
true!delegated!power!can!be!obtained,!and!then!the! ‘have7nots’!can!be!structurally!placed!and!
given!accountability!and!power7sharing.!The!Dover!case!study! in!Chapter!5!goes!some!way!to!
doing! this,! in! the! creation! and! recruiting! of! two! Community! Directors! onto! the! main! Dover!
Harbour! Board.! This! could! be! seen! as! true! power7sharing.! This! work! argues! for! further!
structural! guidance! to! ensure! the! diverse! communities! within! Dover! are! given! a! voice! and!
access! to! the! power.! There! is! no! information! or! guidance! as! to! exactly! how! the! power214!
accessible!to!the!Community!Directors!will!be!distributed!downwards,!to!the!community;!how!
will!the!Community!Directors!liaise!with!the!community!they!are!representing?!!!






This! thesis!promotes! the!achievements! in!Dover!as!an!excellent! starting!point! for! community!
representation,! placed! structurally,! organisationally! and! constitutionally! on! the! board! of! a!
company!that!is!significant!to!the!community!of!Dover.!!The!work!also!recognises!Dover’s!mixed!
legal! form! approach! towards! community! benefit,! as! a! legal! model! potentially! identifiable! as!








There! is! nothing! necessarily! new! here.! Wright215! accepts! that! there! are! active! alternatives!
currently! in! operation! and! that! these! alternative! models! have! evolved! through! a! number! of!
intersects.!Many!do!not!directly!compete!against!the!existing!capitalist!models,!and!they!can!sit!
comfortably!side!by!side,!operating!in!small!markets,!hence!the!primary!argument!of!this!work.!
All! that! is!required! is!differentiation!–! for!example,!between!business!models! that!are!modest!
and!business!models!that!are!advanced!or!inclusive.!
It!is!essential!that!any!alternative!to!capitalism!is!identifiable!as!being!an!alternative!and!has!the!
ability! to! be! categorised! with! the! varying! options,! ensuring! that! the! grounds! by! which! it! is!
created! and! operates! are! different! in! a! fundamental! way.! Wright! argues! that! this,! in! turn,!
creates! a! process! for! which! different! power! configurations! can! be! determined.! Additionally,!
much!like!Arnstein’s!work,!Wright!notes!the!ability!and!importance!of!power!distribution!and,!





transformation! to! occur;! it! is! both! key! and! problematic! in!moving! towards! an! economic! and!
social!utopian!model!to!improve!the!outcomes!for!community!groups!and!citizens!alike.!!
                                                
215!Wright!(n!14).!
! 111!
Wright! suggests! a! number! of! factors! that! can! assist! in! transforming! the! existing! capitalist!
institutions.! He! asserts! that! the! economic! structural! institutions! in! use! commercially! are!
operating!in!an!environment!akin!to!that!of!an!ecosystem.!It!is!here!that!we!can!note!the!natural!
openness! to! allow! through! true! democracies! –! sustainable! platforms! evolving! over! time,!
managed!by!those!intrinsically!affected!and!involved.!The!state’s!role!is!to!create!processes!and!
an! environment! for! evolution,!which! could! then! see! the! redistribution! of! power! between! the!
‘haves’! and! ‘have7nots’;! the! ‘have7nots’! thus! need! to! be! identifiable! and! able! to! influence!
outcomes.!
The! process! of! transformation! has! been! through! historical! struggles.! Wright216! notes! three!
logical!strategic!steps!of!struggle:!ruptural,! interstitial!and!symbiotic.!The!first!stage!is!an!out7
and7out! war! between! capitalism! and! the! alternatives,! which! would! result! in! a! winner! and! a!
loser.! The! second! strategy! allows! for! alternatives! to! exist,! somewhat! marginal! to! capitalist!
models!or!possibly!within! the!existing!capitalist!models.!The! third!strategy!sees! the!state!and!
societies!working!together;!this!might!be!at!the!top!of!Arnstein’s!ladder!and!Wright’s!Utopia.!!
Ultimately,!Wright!supports!frameworks!that!establish!social!empowerment!that! is!committed!
to! institutional!diversity.! !He!suggests! that! this! lies! in!the!ability! to!allow!a!number!of!diverse!
institutions;! in! this!way,!we!will! see! challenges! to! the! incumbent!dominant! capitalist!models.!
Additionally,! Wright! suggests! alternatives! that! are! diverse! and! capable! of! opposing! the!
incumbent! institutions,!which!will! no!doubt! create! conflicts! between! the! classes!–! the! ‘haves’!
and!the!‘have7nots’!–!also!noted!by!Arnstein.217!!
The!challenge! is! for! the!state! to!provide! legal!business!models! that!address! inequalities! in!an!
ecosystem! that! is! emancipatory.! The! argument! here! is! aimed! at! addressing! the! historically!
blurred! registers! by! identifying! and! differentiating! community7centric! models,! namely! a)!
modest! legal! forms! (currently! available)! and! b)! the! introduction! of! advanced/inclusive! legal!
forms,!which! are! an! evolvement! of! the! current! offerings! but! have! structural! requirements! to!









7.1 IDENTIFIABLE LEGAL FORMS 
The! legal! definition! for! a! social! enterprise! designed! to! deliver! community! benefit! has!
progressed,!and,!in!some!respects,!clarity!has!been!achieved.!The!parameters!for!the!critical!test!




legal! forms.! To! be! effective,! it! is! of! fundamental! importance! that! this! definition218! is! clearly!
distinguished.! Charities! return! all! surpluses! to! the! charitable! objective,! and! the! surplus! from!
social! enterprises! can! be! distributed! to! those! running! the! enterprise! (albeit! with! restricted!
percentages! established).! It! is! not! simply! a! matter! of! political! and! public! education! in!






This! could! be! tied! into! funding! qualifications! and! taxable! benefits! (similar! to! charitable! tax!
benefits).!
7.2 ENFORCEMENT OF GOVERNANCE 
Of!critical! importance! is!whether!the!communities!and!societies!whose!welfare! is!meant!to!be!
the!purpose!of!CIC!or!CBS!enterprises!receive!the!(or!any)!social!benefit,!and!how!effectively!the!
enterprises!are!regulated.!This!research!demonstrates! that! there! is!a! lack!of!understanding! in!
the!public’s!minds!as!to!how!a!CIC!is!regulated;!this!raises!concerns!over!accountability,!which!
extends!to!profit!and!surplus!distribution.!Because!the!CCBS!Act!arrived!late! in!2014,! it! is!still!
too!early!to!comment.!
The!Charity!Commission!is!both!experienced!and!recognised!within!communities!and!is!largely!
trusted.! The! CIC! Regulator! is! new;! their! recent! annual! reports! read! as!more! of! a! company’s!









promotional! brochure! than! that! of! a! regulator,! and! there! was! no! evidence! to! demonstrate!
regulatory!non7compliance!or!enforcement!of!their!powers.219!Examples!of!CICs!who!have!failed!
to! meet! their! test,! as! per! CIC! 36,! I! had! ! requested! this! from! the! CIC! Regulator,! but! the!
information!is!yet!to!be!received.!!!
This! work! considers! that! a! predictable! expectation! would! be! the! amalgamation! of! the! CIC!
Regulator! and! the! Charity! Commission,! as! the! latter! would! bring! its! expertise! in! effective!
governance!to!the!fore.!It!should!also!aim!to!address!branding!in!community!benefit!and!public!
benefit!organisations!in!the!future.!!
The! CBS! governance! draws! from! models! derived! from! traditional,! democratic! membership!
cooperative!societies,!and!is!now!considered!a!‘bona!fide!cooperative’.220!CBS!legislation!needs!
to!evolve!and!pursue!governance!that!drives!democratic!and!participatory!involvement!for!and!
in! community! benefit! societies.! Governance! should! develop! the! asset! locking! facility! and! the!
opportunity!to!asset!lock!land!and!property!solely!for!community!benefit;!in!both!case!studies,!
property!and!land!were!central!to!the!communities’!material!value!in!the!assets,!and!were!key!







a! cooperative7based! legal! form!with! no! evident! way! of! listing! or! demonstrating! any! form! of!
community!cooperation?!This!rings!true!and!is!equally!confusing!of!a!society!with!no!members.!!
The! Port! of! Dover! regime! has! initiated! the! structural! integration! of! the! community! and! has!
made!early!operational!and!financial!contributions!aimed!directly!at!benefiting!the!community;!
this! was! evidenced! in! the! pledges! drafted! both! in! their! company! objectives! and! in! the!
overseeing!trust!declaration.!What! is!evident!here! is! that! the!clause!that!required! ‘community!
participation’! is! present,! in! both! operational! and! structural! terms,! and! should! be! noted! as! a!
powerful! legal! clause,! with! further! use! and! entrenchment! of! the! need! to! have! community!
participation!in!order!to!benefit!communities!when!creating!and!governing!a!sustainable!social!
enterprise.!!













However,! what! we! are! left! with! are! some! voids;! the! available! governance! falls! short! of!
enshrining! community! participation.! The! Port! of! Dover! drew! from! an! early! legal! clause! that!
drafted!in!the!requirement!to!ensure!community!participation,!and!witnessed!it!being!achieved!
by!community!representation!and!through!a!mixture!of!legal!devices.!This!work!sees!this!as!an!
opportunity! to! develop! these! lessons! as! an! additional! option! within! the! pre7existing! legal!
models,!taking!them!from!light7touch,!modest!models!to!–!if!required!and!desired!–!!advanced!or!
inclusive!legal!models.!!
7.3 ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS  
Research(question(1:( Is( the(governance( fit( for(purpose,( in(both(structural(and(operational( terms,(
and(can(the(said(legal(forms(deliver(‘for(social(benefit’,(both(as(a(legal(device(and(as(a(measure(of(
‘social(capital’(leading(to(renewed(social(aspirations?((
Firstly,! the! evidence! emerging! from! the! case! studies! points! to! a! number! of! key! elements:!
participation,! identity! and! capital.! Each! is! required,! but! priority! is! on! the! ability! to! achieve!
community! participation! –! this! is! essential.! The! work! suggests! that! effective! community!
participation!can!provide!sustainability.!However,!without!community!participation,!it!would!be!
questionable;! therefore,!social!renewal!may!not! follow.! !This!was!evident! in! the!Leas!Lift!case!
study,!and!in!the!Port!of!Dover.!The!Dover!model!went!further!with!a!provision!for!a!Community!
Director! structurally! placed! on! the! Dover! Harbour! Board,! thereby! achieving! community!
participation!and!representation!by!local!people!for!the!wider!community!of!Dover.!!
Therefore,! the!work!suggests! that! the!current!offerings!might!well!be!acceptable!and!suitable!
for! low7key,!modest! community! ambitions.! Further! advanced! and!more! inclusive!models! are!
required,! with! guidance! on! building! operational! structures! that! support! community!
participation! through! representation.( This! can! also! consider! how! to! fulfil( the! delivery! of!





no! assets.! Here,! care! must! be! taken! when! key! assets! are! locked,! as! this! can! directly! affect!
funding! opportunities! and! capital7raising! options,! as! often! the! only! or! main! asset! is! used! as!
security! against! a! financial! agreement.! The! ability! to! access! local! community! assets! vested! in!
land!or!property!has!been!shown!through!both!case!studies!to!be!essential;!therefore,!an!option!
open!to!both!a!CIC!or!a!CBS!would!be!the!ability!to!have!the!community!benefit/interest!asset!
considered! and! classified! or! registered! as! a! local! or! community! asset,221! as! argued! by! Alison!
Clarke,!who!advocates!the!‘efficient!regulation!of!land!that!is!communally!used’.222!





Some! light! evidence! has! been! obtained! to! demonstrate! how! those! intended! to! benefit! are!
benefiting,!as!seen!with!the!Leas!Lift.!Locals!do!use!the!lift!for!basic!transportation!and!consider!
there! to! be! a! benefit! from! the! lift! running! as! part! of! the! local! heritage;! in! many! ways,! it!
positively! contributes! to! the! local! economy.! In! Dover,! there! is! more! solid! data! available;!
financial!sums!have!been!awarded!to!local!causes!and!there!has!been!much!publicity!aimed!at!
promoting! DHB! community! events.! So,! to! this! extent,! the! work! could! suggest! that! the!
communities!are!receiving!benefits.!!
!The! CIC! Regulator’s! operational! report! for! the! second! quarter! 2014–15! is! a! very! positive!
report,!and!covers!events!and!activities!that!raise!awareness!of!CICs!and!the!growth!of!CICs,!but!
has!no!mention!of!the!numbers!that!failed!to!meet!the!community!interest!test!or!of!orders!to!
















7.4 EVALUATION  
The!legal!frameworks!available!do!assist!in!broad!terms!with!the!aiding!of!social!renewal!–!they!
are! suitable.! Anything! more! ‘complicated’! might! stifle! social! and! economic! capital,! and!
jeopardise! social! renewal! and! community! benefit.! The! emergence! of! these! light7touch! legal!
forms! originally! set! out! to! simplify! the! ability! for! social! entrepreneurs! to! be! incorporated;!
anything! too! complex! may! deter! them.! However,! the! succession! and! substantiality! of!





power7sharing! that! is! capable! of! affecting! the! outcomes! for! local! communities,! with! the! end!
users!being!the!beneficiaries.!!
This!brings!us!back!to!the!ability!to!identify!those!who!a)!are!involved!and!b)!benefit,!which!in!




This! research! has! shown! the! desire! for! social! enterprises! and! the! ease! at!which! they! can! be!
formed,!many!of!which!benefit!from!social!capital.!The!work!has!shown!that!social!capital!comes!
in!many!forms,! from!local!community!activities!to!experienced!commercial!entrepreneurs!and!
politicians.! It! also! shows! a! weakness! in! the! general! public’s! lack! of! understanding! and!
differentiation!between!the!legal!forms!used!by!SEs.!!The!problems!exist!due!to!the!methods!of!
development! of! the! legal! forms! and! the! blurring! of! the! historical! registers! that! once!
differentiated!companies,!charities!and!membership!societies!and!mutuals.!!The!associated!tests!
are!equally! interchangeable!–!public!benefit,! community!benefit!or!community! interest,! in! the!
eyes!of!the!layperson.!Improving!on!this!is!tricky!–!after!all,!where!would!we!start?!There!could!
be!a!distinction!between!social!enterprise!and!community!enterprise!but,!in!practice,!separating!
social! and! community! becomes! problematic;! when! is! something! social! but! not! community?!
What!is!a!community?!How!can!we!define!a!community!group?224!It!can!be!argued!that!the!legal!
forms!discussed!in!this!work!state!that!they!are!community7centric,!as!a!given!due!to!their!titles!




of! community! interest! company! or! community! benefit! society,! and! that! provisions! on! their!
community!statements!explain!what!makes!their!business!of!interest!or!benefit!to!a!community.!!
What! is!required! is! further!operational!and!structural!support!and!guidance!(see!Section!7.5),!
possibly! drawing! from! the! cooperative! principles! of! membership225! and! the! John! Lewis!
communication! councils,! and! as! discussed! in! Chapter! 5! for! the! Port! of! Dover.! Further!






People’s! Port,! and! Rooney! and! Begent! of! the! Folkestone! Leas! Lift! CIC! –! further! support! is!
required!from!the!state!in!terms!of!structural!and!operational!governance.!
In! Chapter! 4! through! to! Chapter! 5,! we! saw!Wiggins! securing! support! in! the! wider! political!
communities,!who!advised!and!promoted!alternative!legal!models!to!achieve!the!Port’s!capital!
funding! measures! while! securing! and! enshrining! an! ‘enduring! and! significant! community!
participation’.227(While!both!Rooney!and!Begent! continue! to!deliver! the!Leas!Lift! as!a! form!of!




Directors! due! to! join! the! board! that! warrant! further! exploration.! Exactly! how! are! these!
positions! going! to! operate?! What! voting! rights! will! they! have?! How! will! they! gather! and!
disseminate! information! that! is! representative! of! the! community?! What! communications!
council!will!they!have,!and!will!they!have!deputies!able!to!present!to!the!board?!The!recruitment!
of!Community!Directors! is! a! good! start,! but! further!operational! structures! are! required.!Most!
importantly,! how! will! the! newly! appointed! Community! Directors! engage! with! the! people! of!
Dover?!There!are!many!different!communities!within!the!wider!community!that!will!need!to!be!











TFLLCIC,! again,! might! gain! from! considering! the! benefits! associated! with! membership!
structures;! this! would! be! in! addition! to! the! current! legal! requirements,! but! worthy! of!
consideration! in! order! to! protect! the! asset! as! a! community! benefit! heirloom.! As! shown! in!




If!our!starting!point! is! that!social!enterprises!are! the!same!as!community!enterprises,!and!we!
consider! sociologically! that! emancipatory! alternatives! to! dominant! institutions! and! social!
structures!are!evolving!as!a!whole,!as!suggested!by!Wright,228!then!a!natural!recommendation!is!
to!suggest!additional!thresholds!within!the!existing!legal!structures!already!in!place.!These!can!















that!critical! community!assets!are!not! lost! in! the!commerce!of!business!or! in! the!event!of! the!
business!enterprise!ceasing!to!trade.!The!asset!lock!restriction!aims!to!protect!assets!for!social!
benefit!purposes.!Extending! this! is!required,!as! it!may!not! lock! the!actual!asset! (the! item)!but!




only! its! value! for! community!benefit.! The! critical! division!between! the!monetary!value!of! the!
asset!and! the!material!value!held!by! the!communities!needs!protecting,!as! it! is!often! the!only!
means!of!connecting! them!together;!often,! it! is! the!material!value! that!connects!a!community,!
and!when!this!is!lost,!the!damage!is!irreparable.!!






separation!of!users;! those!who!manage,! those!who! fund!and! the!beneficiaries!are!all! required!
and!should!be!equally!present!and!able!to!contribute.!!
What! this! research! has! shown! is! that! there! are! some! critical! ingredients! to! delivering!
sustainable! social! enterprises,! and! that! an! advanced! legal!model! could! address! the! concerns!
identified! in! order! to! provide! resilient,! accountable,! democratic! business! structures.! We! can!
once! again! draw! from!Wright’s232! work! in! considering! guidance! on! ways! in! which! we! could!
expand! CIC! and! CBS! constitutions! and! their! critical! community! interest! statements! or!
community!benefit!statements.!
Wright! offers! suggestions! on! the! starting! points! for! the! terms! of! reference! in! constitutional!
guidance.!A! social! enterprise!might! therefore! consider!delivering!against!moral!obligations!as!
part!of! its!accountability.!These!may!well!be!based!on!moral!principles.!As! seen! in!Chapter!1,!
Wright233!lists!three!moral!principles:!equality,!democracy!and!sustainability.!
Equality:!
In( a( socially( just( society,( all( people( would( have( broadly( equal( access( to( the( social( and(
material(conditions(necessary(for(living(a(flourishing(life.(
! !











Future( generations( should( have( access( to( the( social( and( material( conditions( to( live(
flourishing(lives(at(least(at(the(same(time(as(present(generations.234(
The!above!may!aid!in!developing!community!interest!statements!with!regard!to!why!and!what!
the! business! purpose! is! –! what! is! then! required! is! the! ‘how’.! How! is! the! business! going! to!






participation! to! determine! agendas! and! outcomes.! Participation! is! essential! and!must! not! be!
overlooked.!Citizen!participation!is!a!categorical!term!for!citizen!power;!participation!without!a!
redistribution!of!power! is!an!empty!and! frustrating!process! for! the!powerless,!and!allows! the!
powerholders!to!claim!that!all!sides!were!considered.235!Through!organisational!structures!and!
supportive!guidance,!readdressing!the!power!is!able!to!occur!.!
In! the!Dover!People’s!Port!Trust!Ltd.,! as!described! in!Chapter!4,! the!community!centred! their!
entire!counter7bid!on!participation!and!membership,!a!counter7bid!that!pledged!that!the!people!
of!Dover!could!‘own’!the!Port!of!Dover!for!a!commensurate!token!of!just!ten!pounds.!This!was!
absurd,! ludicrous! to! many,! but! an! attractive! invitation! for! some,! and! one! that! could!make! a!
difference! to! the! future!of! the!Port!of!Dover.!The!community!derailed! the!privatisation!of! the!
port;!this!eventually!saw!the!community!seated!on!the!main!operating!board.!This!act!travelled!
deep!into!the!asset;!it!demonstrates!the!importance!of!‘ownership’.!Announcements!would!soon!
follow,! confirming! that! capital! funds! were! being! placed! in! the! community! fund! to! directly!







limitations! in! capital7raising! options;! the! essential! community! participation! and! capital! are!
missing!elements.!This!work!argues!that!these!are!essential!for!a!sustainable!social!enterprise;!
the!consequences!of!not!having!these!present!might!well!be!fatal!for!a!social!enterprise.!!
Participation! across! all! levels! is! required,! whether! top! down! or! bottom! up;! it! is! present! in!
worker! models,! employee7owned! models! and! cooperatives,! and! is! essential! for! good!
competition,! commercial! viability! and! in! securing! social! and! economic! capital! –! strong!
communication! and! operating! councils! working! for! the! benefit! of! the! business! and/or! the!
community!are!required!for!any!sustainable!business.! ! ! ! ! !
Transparency! and! democracy! are! paramount! in! fostering! participation! and! long7term!
sustainable! business! strategies.! This! can! be! achieved! by! having! good! stakeholder!
representation,!from!workers!and!communities!to!key!business!partners!structurally!placed!on!
the! main! operating! board.! The! structures! for! both! CICs! and! CBSs! do! not! offer! any! legal!
frameworks! that! either! require! or! encourage! this! key! element.! Recently! enacted! legislation!
offered!key!features!aimed!at!being!attractive!to!entrepreneurs:!firstly,!it!offered!a!simple!means!
of! formation,! being! easy! to! operate! in! meeting! regulatory! compliance,! and,! secondly,! it!
increased! profit! distribution! possibilities.! It! is! through! having! structural! governance,!
incorporating! democratic! participation,! that! we! can! draw! in! communities.! Achieving! the!
participation!of!cross7community!representation!will!secure!involvement,!which,!in!turn,!fosters!






an! advanced! CIC:! it! would! retain! both! Rooney! and! Begent! and! aim! to! include! other! groups!
within! the! community! –! for! example,! educational! representatives! from! schools! and! colleges,!
mother! and! toddler! groups,! the! tourist! board,! businesses! and! chambers! of! commerce,! local!
press! and! media,! to! mention! just! a! few! community! groups.! Inclusion! is! important! for! those!






whose! representation! and! contribution! could! positively! alter! the! lift! as! an! asset,! as! well! as!
having!the!potential!to!boost!the!small!but!vital!sums!of!money!required!to!keep!the!lift!going.!!
Previously,!the!PoD!–!managed!by!the!Dover!Harbour!Board!–!held!a!damaged!identity!as,!over!a!
number! of! years,! the! organisation! was! driven! by! personal! agendas! centred! on! privatisation!
plans.! The! negative! connotations! associated!with! the! Port! left! it! unable! to! foster! any! form!of!
trust!with! its! stakeholders! and! the! local! community.! The! identity! of! the!PoD! is! now!open! for!
rebranding!and,!to!date,!positive!evidence!is!being!witnessed.!!
The! array! of! legal! forms! open! to! social! enterprises! allows! freedom! and! flexibility! to! operate!
business! enterprises;! these!are!not!distinguishable! from! those!of! charities.!The!advantages!of!
business! structures! trading!within! company! law! sees!multiple!business! forms! coexisting;! this!
has! created! the! complexities! associated! with! holding! companies! and! legal! entities.! Where!
business!risk!can!be!hidden,!there!is!a!possibility!of!‘lifting!the!corporate!veil’;237!this!work!fears!





the! capping! on! dividends.! The! CBS! model,! on! the! other! hand,! will! rely! heavily! on! its!
accountability!being!challenged!by!its!regulator.!!
The! legal!devices!assuming! to!be! fit! for!purpose!–! to!deliver! the!aspirations!of! social! renewal!
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economic! development’.238! These! varieties! must! be! clearly! distinguishable! and! support! an!
ecosystem!of!social!needs.!!
This!paper!has!identified!concerns!related!to!the!blurring!of!historical!registers!and!the!lack!of!
distinctions! between! ‘public! interest’,! ‘community! interest’! and! ‘community! benefit’.! If! these!
ambitions!are!being!carried!by!a!mix!of! legal!models!and! the! registers!are! to! remain!blurred,!
then! the! work! suggests! that! all! commercial! business! models! are! recognised! as! offering! an!
alternative! –! possibly! being! advanced! or! community7inclusive.! Secondary! to! this! is! the!
development! of! communal! asset! registers! for! community! benefit! assets! –! those! not! socially!




We! can! return! again! to! Arnstein’s239! ladder! of! participation! to! see! the! barriers! that! will! be!
present!and!to!endeavour!to!stop!the!power7sharing!and!blocking!of!the!above.!(
Roadblocks! lie! on! both! sides! of! the! simplistic! fence.! On! the! power! holders’! side,! they!
include! racism,! paternalism,! and! resistance! to! power! redistribution.! On! the! have7nots!
side,! they! included! inadequacies! of! the! poor! community’s! political! socioeconomic!
infrastructure! and! knowledge7base,! plus! difficulties! of! organizing! representatives! and!
an!accountable!citizen’s!groups!in!the!face!of!futility,!alienation,!and!distrust.240!!
These! barriers! need! to! be! recognised! and! overcome.! This! work’s! suggestions! are! based! on!
overcoming! these! barriers! with! advanced! legal! governance,! layered! onto! all! the! existing!
incorporated!legal!forms.!This!can!be!achieved!by!extending!the!existing!rules!to!include:!
1. community! participation! by! structural! representation,! with! measures! on!
community!outcomes!(surplus/profit!distribution,!of!what!and!to!whom);!!!
2. asset! lock!extensions! for! ‘actual’!property!and! land!–! the! locking!of!community!
assets.!
This! overlay! recommendation! extends! not! only! to! SEs! but! to! all! business! classifications,!
including! state7managed! and! owned,! commercial! capitalist! corporations! and! charities.! The!





introduction!of! legal! frameworks!with!a! layered!approached!fits!neatly!with!Wright’s!work!on!
Transforming(Capitalism(through(Real(Utopias.241!
This!paper!draws!evidence!from!the!Port!of!Dover’s!originating!trust,!which!set!out!an!objective!
to! protect! the! community’s! interest! in! the! Port! by! ‘serving! the! community’.! This! clause! has!
survived! and! been! expanded! on;! the! drafting! clause! has! stood! the! test! of! time! and! been!
extended!to!secure!a!vital!and!‘sufficient!level!of!enduring!community!participation’.!!Therefore,!





government! during! the! period! of! this! research,! delivered! for! the! people! of! Dover.! This!work!
strongly! suggests! that! such! a! clause! should! be! present! in! the! running,! managing! and!
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APPENDIX: 2  
!
THE FOLKESTONE LEAS LIFT CIC ABBREVIATED ACCOUNTS 31 MARCH 2014: 
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